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Mathematical Analyst Keith Kersery loads 
jet transport flutter problem into one 
of Lockheed's two 701's. On order: two 
704's to help keep Lockheed in fore
front of numerical analysis and pro
duction control data pro~essing. 
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With two 701 digital computers already in operation, Lockheed 
has ordered two 704's to permit greater application of numerical 
analysis to complex aeronautical problems now being 
approached. Scheduled for delivery early next year, the 704's 
will replace the 701 'so 

Much of the work scheduled or in progress is classified. 
However, two significant features are significant to career-minded 
Mathematical Analysts: 1) the wide variety of assignments 
created by Lockheed's diversified development program and 
2) the advanced nature of the work, which falls largely into 
unexplored areas of numerical analysis. 

Career pOSitions for Mathematical Analysts 

Lockheed's expanding development program in nuclear energy, 
turbo-prop and jet transports, radar search planes, extremely high
speed aircraft and other classified projects has created a number of 
openings for Mathematical An~;tlysts to work on the 704's. 

Lockheed offers you attractive salaries, generous travel and moving 
allowances which enable you and your family to move to Southern 
California at virtually no expense; and an extremely wide range of 
employe benefits which add approximately 14% to each engineer's 
salary in the form of insurance, retirement pension, etc. 

Those interested in advanced work in this field are invited to 
write E. W. Des Lauriers, Dept. MA-31-10. 
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THE EDITOR'S NOTES 

ANIMAL AND MACIIINE DRAIl'S 

Everyone tvho has come into contact wi th 
automatic computers has also come into contact 
wi th the argument about whether or not machines 
"think", whether or not machines "have intelli
gence". Many investigators of human and animal 
brains have also wondered whether and to what 
extent different human and animal brains "th:ink". 

Now if we as computer engineers are ever 
to make useful computers that require Ii ttl e 
explicit instruction from human beings, butin
stead have a facul ty for rapid and effective 
learning buil t into them, then we shall nee d 
to be interested in similar intelligent behav
ior of various animals and human beings, and 
the objective tests for measuring that intelli
gence. 

But the inves tigators of animals can not 
use words to question animals, nor dothey have 
an instrument that will directly measure "in
telligence". So they have devised a number of 
objective tests of behavior in problem situa
tions. From these tests, the invest i g a to rs 
draw conclusions about the extent to which the 
individuals they measure "act intelligently": 
how they learn, how much they can learn, how 
quickly they can learn. 

Do these tests have bearing on machines? 
Certainly, many of these tests require only a 
moderate amount of adaptation (translation) to 
fit them to be given to machines -- mostly be
cause machines so far are blind and cannot see 
and recognize. Furthermore, the pat terns 0 f 
these tests sugges t types of learning cap a c
i ties to be buil t into machines. Finalry) tV' e) 
as computer people rather than psychologists, 
have the very great advantage that we do not 
have to guess at the s truc ture of the e n ti t Y 
which is carrying out the intelligent or learn
ing behavior: we know the structure - h a r d
ware. 

Along this path of inquiry,' we· publish in 
this tissue of "Computers and Automation" a n 
article by Dr. Harry F. Harlow, "The Brain and 
Learned Behavior". It is full of illuminating 
suggestions for persons interested in "intelli
gent behavior" by computers, animals, or human 
beings. 

VARIATION IN INTELLIGENCE 

D. A. Laird and E. C. Laird in their book 
"Sizing Up People" (McGraw IIill, 1951) say that, 
although the variation in height of men isfrom 
1 to 1.28, (based on 998 out of 1000 persons, 

(continued on page 23) 

PAPERS AND ARTICLES ON COMPUTERS 

At the meeting of the Association for Com
puting Machinery, September 14-16, 1 C)55, in 
Philadelphia, "of approximately 175 papers sub
mi tted, 129 were chosen for presentation." They 
were presented in three parallel sessions; the 
top limit that a single person could actually 
listen to was about 50. Of these 129 papers 
presented, probably about two dozen may be pub
lished in the Journal of the Association fo r 
Computing Machinery, during the next t wei v e 
months, at the rate of about 6 per qua rt e r. 
There remains a considerable number of unpub
lished papers. 

We are eager to publish many papers and 
articles on computers, although we have no de
sire to divert to us any papers that willact~ 
ally be published in the Journal of the Assoc
iation. We can ordinarily publish papers with
in a month or two; we can provide authors with 
reprints if they desire them; and we believe 
that a technical paper can often be understood 
better when published, and thus able to be rea::I 
and studied, than wh~n only presented orally 
in an audi torium to an audience of over 200 
people. 

We shall be glad to consider for publi
cation in "Computers and Automation" any papers 
not accepted by the Association for presenta
tion, and any papers accepted for presentation 
at the meeting but not able to be published in 
the Journal of the Association. 

CORRECTIONS - See Page 35 

~:<----------*---------* 
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Novv ... Univac Tells Itself What To Do! 

Univac no longer asks for the detailed 
instruction codes required by other com
puters. Univac now automatically produces 
complex coded routines when given a 
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• This truly remarkable new Remington 
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THE BRAIN AND LEARNED BEHAVIOR 

Dr. Harry F. Harlow 
Director, Priruate Laboratory 

University of Wisconsin 
\Jadison, Wise. 

The human brain is anatomically analyzable 
into a vas t number of neuro nes, which are joined 
and interrelated by a complexitym fiber pro
cesses that baffle comprehension. But the es
sential structural element, the neurones, differ 
primarily in diversi ty and to some exte n tin 
quanti tati ve complexity from the neurones that 
characterize the brains of all vertebrates and 
many invertebrates 4 Structural deve lop me n t 
strongly suggests that only quantitative chang
es have taken place for almost countless mil
lions of years. 

Likewise, the arrangement and patterning 
of the neurones, and the plexuses of ax ones 
and dendrites which they form in the bra i n, 
show evidence of progressive and orderly dif
ferentiation, but the changes a pp ear to be 
continuous and quantitative rather than dis
continuous and qualitative. The b,rains of 
rats, monkeys, and men differ in the n u m be r 
of subdivisions that may be identified in the 
six basic neocortical layers, the prof us ion 
of short vertical chains and tangential fibers, 
and the wealth of dendritic and axonic process
es, but again these anatomical differentiae 
appear to have developed in a continuous and 
quanti tative manner. Detailed physiolog ic a 1 
studies indicate that the percentage of the 
brain's cortical mantle, which mediates simple 
sensory and motor processes, progressively de
creases as we ascend within the class of mam
mals from rats to man, and there is reason to 
think that these changes result from the con
tinuous differentiation and expansion of the 
associated areas. 

In contrast to the apparent continuityin 
development of the brain as measured by an a
tomical and physiological tests, are the chang
es in behavioral capacities, which increase so 
dramatically even within the class of mammals 
as to lead many men to believe that the d i f
ferences are not quantitative but qualitative. 
In this regard we should recognize that super
ficial examination of the brain of the f ish 
or even the rat would suggest that qualitative 
differences exist between these brains and those 
of man 4 The essential similari ties are on I y 
disclosed by careful and detailed analysis. 
The same conditions may hold when we analy z e 
in detail behavioral capacities 0 f ani mal s 
throughout the phyletic sc ale -- see min g I y 

qualitative differences may upon careful anal
ysis prove amenable to description in quanti
tative terms. 

It is, of course, proper for the scientist 
to feel equal concern for the differences i n 
behavior between roonkey and man and between 
monkey and rat; the role of the comp a rat i ve 
psychologist is to amass all possible behav
ioral data and relate them in terms of the most 
logical theoretical system. 

Unfortunately, comparative psychologists 
have made detailed and comprehensive studi e s 
on the learning and thinking processes of only 
four animals, man, the chimpanzee, the rhesus 
monkey, and the white rat. The beha vo ria 1 
capabilities of even the domestic dog and cat 
have been subjected to only limited and incom
plete scientific analysis. 

The author's researches have been largely 
limited to the analysis of the behavior of the 
rhesus mnkey. In many ways this choice now 
appears to be fortunate. The difference sin 
behavior of man and rat show such diversity 
that only superficial analogies are immediate
lyobvious. But the behavior of the monkey 
is of enough complexity to suggest strik i ng 
analogies to that of man, and of eno ug h sim
plicity to indicate clear-cut continuity with 
that of the rat. 

There is a conunon conception th at mere 
speed of learning differentiates animals in
tellectually. Actually, there is no eyidence 
that such a principle holds for simple problems. 
at least insofar as mammals are concerned, and 
very likely other classes within the chordate 
phylum. Men, chimpanzees, monkeys, dogs, cats, 
rats, probably pigeons, and possibly fro g s, 
can learn some conditioned re s po n s e s in a 
single trial -- not all conditioned responses, 
but some -- and there is no reason to believe 
that conditioning per se is more rapid in man 
than it is in a score of other animals 4 Nor 
does man appear to be more efficient i n the 
learning of simple position habits -- the lo
cation of positions or sequences of positions 
in space. One eminent investigator compare d 
the learning ability of college students and 
rats on mazes of identical patterns and found 
an amazing amount of overlapping between the 
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forward opaque screen 

WISCONSIN GENERAL TEST APPARATUS 

Showing: Stimulus tray 

One -way vision screen in lowered position 

Forward opaque screen in raised position 

Figure I -- General test apparatus for monkeys 

'; :} 
" 

Figures 2 and 3 -- Correct responses by a monkey tested on the oddity problem. -- "In the oddity 
problem, two different pairs of identical stimuli are used, but only three stimuli are presented 
on any given trial. The odd stimulus, the stimulus singly represented is rewarded, and trial 
sequences are so arranged that a member from each pair of stimuli is odd on half the test trials. 
To solve this problem the animal must frequently disregard not only the position of the stimulus 
last correct, but also the actual object last rewarded. Neither position nor object is consis
tently correct, and the animal must respond to the general principle of dissimilarity." 
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two groups -- and it is rumored that an occas- primate and the subprimate orders are quanti-
ional cockroach has surpassed some colI e g e tative and graded, rather than qualitative and 
freshmen on maze-learning tests. saltatory. Furthermore, there is every reason 

A more complex problem than position dis
crimination is that of discrimination between 
objects. In this type of problem, the animal 
must, if it is to receive a reward, cons~tent
ly choose a particular obj ect regardless of the 
position that it occupies. It is doubtful if 
the completely naive man, chimpanzee, ormonkey 
would surpass the completely naive rat or pigeon 
in speed of solution of the first prob 1 e m of 
this kind that he ever encountered -- indee d, 
some data indicate that the rat might surpas s 
any of the primates. But, as we shall see later, 
if the primates are presented long series of 
problems of this difficulty level, they event
ually attain nearly perfect perform a n c e, an 
achievement that has not been demonstrate din 
any subprimate form. 

As we pass from object discrimin a t ion 
problems, we come to another class of problems 
whose solution involves response to a gene r al 
principle. On strictly logical grounds these 
problems are to be regarded as more com pIe x. 
At this stage of problem difficulty,weapproach 
a separation of primate and nonprimate. In the 
oddi ty problem, which is representative of this 
class, two different pairs of identical stimuli 
are used, but only three stimuli are presented 
on any given trial. The odd stimulus, thestim
ulus singly represented, is rewarded, and trial 
sequences are so arranged that a member fr 0 m 
each pair of stimuli is odd on half the t est 
trials. To solve this problem the animal must 
frequently disregard not only the position 0 f 
the stimulus last correct, but also the actual 
object last rewarded. Neither position nor 
object is consistently correct, and the animal 
must respond to the general principle of d i s
similari ty. 

Monkeys learn oddity with difficulty. They 
take from 500 to 1500 trials to master the i r 
first problem. But lest we assuroo that abill ty 
to solve this problem sharply differe nti ate s 
monkey and man it may be noted that we test e d 
a group of nursery school children from thr e e 
to five years of age. All the children except 

. one failed -- and he solved the prob 1 e m b y 
cheating. I do not mean to imply that monkeys 
are smarter than fi ve-year-old children for the 
monkeys were more highly motivated, bet t e r 
trained in laboratory discipline, and bet t e r 
mannered. It is significant, however, that on 
this problem involving the use of a logic all y 
abstract principle', we cannot differentiate all 
men from all subhuman primates. No subh u man 
primate has ever been reported to have sol v e d 
problems of this type wi th any facility, but 
limited solutions by rats and even by pigeons 
strongly support the view that the fundamental 
differences in intellectual ability between the 

for believing that some subprimate animals -
perhaps the dog, the cat, the raccoon -- could 
solve problems of this level of complexity. 

The oddi ty problem is by no means the mos t 
difficult intellectual task that can be solved 
by the monkey or the chimpanzee. A problem of 
striking difficulty, described as the Weighl
type test and adapted from a test used clink
ally to measure organic brain injury in human 
beings, has been solved by subhuman primates. 
One form of this test is a complication of the 
oddi ty tes t. Three unl ike obj ec ts are present
ed on each trial,. of which two have the sam e 
color and two the same form. When such objects 
are presented on an orange tray, the mo n key 
must choose the object odd in respect to color. 
When the obj ec ts are presented on aye 11 0 W 

board, the subjects must choose the ob j e c t 
odd in respect to form. 

Solution of this problem is difficult for 
both monkeys and chimpanzees. SOIOO mo n ke y s 
and some chimpanzees never learn it -- and 
some human beings never would either. But most 
monkeys and probably mos t chimpan~ees -- i f 
they do not lose their motivation --wililearn 
to solve this problem after a few tho usa n d 
training trials. Furthermore, they will come 
to general ize the problem and appropri ate 1 y 
choose odd color or odd form when combinations 
of new and previously unseen objects are pre
sented to them. We have never tested you n g 
children on this problem, since we have never 
found a kindergarten teacher who was willi n g 
to alter the school schedule radically enough 
to make the study feasible. 

A task of the same general type as oddity 
is matching-from-sample because, like oddity, 
it involves a relationship, the relationshi p 
of similarity. In the basic problem, the test 
tray is divided into two compartments, a sample 
compartment and a choice compartment. The 
monkey is trained first to displace the single 
object in the sample compartment, whe re he 
finds a food reward. lIe must then choose the 
identical members from the choice compartroont, 
to obtain a second reward. His problem is to 
match the choice s timul us wi th the sam pIe 
s timul us regardless of the pos i tion 0 f the 
choice stimulus, and regardless of the nature 
of the sample stimulus, which frequen t 1 Y 
changes from trial to trial. At Wisconsi n 
some years ago we trained a group 0 f f 0 u r 
monkeys to solve the matching proble man d 
went on from there to see how complex a prob
lem they could solve. In the phase 0 f the 
problem next learned there is no food und e r 
the sample, and when the monkey discovers this, 
he must select the choice object which does not 
match the sample in order to get food. In other 
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Figure 4 Figure 5 

Figure 6 Figure 7 

Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 -- The matching and nonmatching problems: "In the basic problem the test 
tray is divided into two compartments, a sample compartment and a choice compartment. The 
monkey is trained first to displace the single object in the sample compartment, where h e 
finds a food reward. He must then choose the identical member from the choice compartment, 
to obtain a second ret'IJard. His problem is to match the choice stimulus toJi th the sample sti
mulus and regardless of the nature of the sample stimulus •••• In the phase of the problem 
next learned, there is no food under the sample, and when the monkey. discovers this, he must 
select the choice object which does not match the sample in order to get food." Figures 4 
and 5: food under sample: choice object like sample is correct. Figures 6 and 7: no food 
under sample: choice object unlike sample is correct. 
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word~, his choice must now be made on tlle basis 
of difference, not similarity. This is followed 
by two absolutely arbitrary problems in which 
the choice objects are identical and neithe r 
one matches the sample. If food is under the 
sample now, the monkey mus t go to the m 0 r e 
distant choice object. If food is not under 
the sample, the monkey mus t now go to the closer 
choice obj ec t. Sol ution of these problems was 
followed by training on two addi tional arb i -
trary problems. Sample and choice objects are 
now identical. If there is food under the sam
ple object, the monkey must choose the closer 
choice object. If there is no food under the 
sample object, the monkey must choose the far
ther object. Step by step these problems are 
learned and combined until in the endthe sit
uations appropriate to all problems are being 
presented in a predetermined, irregular order. 
This results in a performance of ra the r be
wildering complexity even by human standards, 
yet all four of our monkeys learned this to the 
the point of practically errorless performance. 
We used to shOt\' movies of monkeys doing these 
problems, but we never do any more since many 
members of the audience find that the monkeys 
are doing better than are they, a fact need
lessly leading to the formation of feelings of 
inferiori ty. 

The next test to be described is 0 n e de
vised by Dr. Winsten at the Wisconsin La bo r
atory. It also involves the matching technique. 
It is a kind of test that might appropriately 
be described as involving concept fo r m a tio n, 
since in its final stage the monkey respond s 
to a sign that has no physical resemblance 
to the stimuli to be subsequently selec ted. 
In early training, as many as eight obj e c t s 
were pI aced on a tray, the monkey was han de d 
one object, the sample, and his problem was to 
pick out all identical objects, leavingunchosen 
all objects which were different. In the most 
complicated form of the test the mon key wa s 
given an unpainted circle, as a sign to pic k 
out all blue objects, and an unpainted triangle, 
as a sign to select all red objects. Several 
monkeys have learned to do this problem wit h 
a high degree of success. One m 0 n key eve n 
learned to respond almost perfectly. Given a 
circle, he tvould pick every object with any 
blue on it, ignoring all other stimuli; given 
a triangle, he selected all objects with any 
red coloration, leaving all other objects un
touched. After he made his choices he would 
frequently push the tray away and turn his back 
to the whole situation. 

We neither know nor particularly care to 
know the minimal mental age that childrenwadd 
have to attain before they could learn te s t s 
of the type we have just described. Certainly 
they appear to be ~\lell beyond the diffic u 1 t Y 
of mental test items measuring mental ages 0 f 
four and five, and the problems might well try 

the patience of seven-and eight-year-o 1 d s • 
Again, we are not trying to prove tha t 't h e 
rhesus monkey is a kind of misunderstood low
or middle-grade imbecile. The data intere s t 
us because they suggest that proper test con
di tions reveal intellectual capaci ties ina 
monkey far beyond those that anyone would have 
predic ted fifteen years ago. Certainly s u c h 
data can be interpreted, and very p r d b ably 
would have been interpreted by Darwin and Hux
ley, as indicating that no inseparable g u 1 f 
exists between the "minds of men and monkeys" 
-- and that such intellectual differences as 
exist are quantitative, not qualitative. 

These tests are also of interest for com
paring monkey and rat. The rat is as incapable 
of solving the Weigl problem, the com pIe x 
matching-from-sample sequence, or the complex 
color concept problem as the monkey is incap
able of solving differenti al equations, p e r
forming piano sight-reading, or writing "The 
Descent of Man." From the point of vie w 0 f 
maximal complexity of performance a qualitative 
difference exists between men and monkeys and 
also between monkeys and rats; from the point 
of view of process and mechanism, the differ
ences in performance among the three specie s 
appear quantitative and the development prob
ably continuous. 

So far, we have described the comparison 
of the abilities of animals with varying com
plexities of brain structure to solve problems 
of varying degrees of complexity. Another ex
tremely interesting type of/comparison is that 
of the ability of various animals 1 yin gat 
different levels along the phyletic series to 
profit from the solution of multiple problems 
of a single, basic type, i.e., the ability of 
animals to transfer from problem to pro b 1 e m 
of a particular type and to form general i ze d 
problem solutions. 

Detailed, sys tematic researches 0 n thi s 
process were initiated at the Wisconsin L a b
oratory about five years ago, the orig ina 1 
studies being made on the ability of monke y s 
to learn series of obj ect discrim ina t ion 
problems - problems whose solution require s 
the animals to select consistently one of two 
objects regardless of position. In this ex
periment eight monkeys were trained on a series 
of 344 problems utilizing a different stimulus 
pair for every discrimination. Each 0 f the 
first 32 problems was 50 trials long; the next 
200 problems, 6 trials; and the last 112 prob
lems, an average of 9 trials. Learning curves, 
showing the percentages of correct response s 
on the first six trials of these discrimi n a
tions, were constructed. The curves demon
strate progressive improvement in the ability 
of the monkeys to solve discriminations; from 
problem to problem the animals learned how to 
learn discriminations wi th progressively greater 
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facility, a process designated by 'the t e r m 
learning set. TIle very form of the learn i n 9 
curve changes for successive blocks of pro b
lems. TIle initial curves are S-shaped -- the 
type described in psychological literature as 
typical "trial-and-error" curves. The fin a I 
curves are discontinuous at Trial 2 -- t h· e 
type frequently referred to as "i n s i g h t " 
curves. For the monkeys the discrimi nat io n 
learning sets changed a problem which co u I d 
!:~ solved only after many errors, into one which 
was usually solved with no unnecessary errors. 

Recently at Wisconsin a similar proble m 
was tried using cats as subjects. The cat s 
also shot ... ed evidence of forming discrimination 
learning sets -- but the cats never attaine d 
or even closely approached immediate, insight
ful discrimination learning. In terms of pro
cess, cats and monkeys differed onlyquantita
tively, since both formed learning sets; but 
in terms of performance, cats and monkeys dif
fered qualitatively, since cats failed to learn 
insightfully. Again and again, we see this 
principle illustrated, namely: qualitatively 
different performances are produced by under
lying processes which differ only qu anti t a
tively, i.e., differ only in degree. 

Detailed studies have shown that monkeys 
form highly efficient learning sets for man y 
problems, including the oddity problem already 
described, and a very interesting t y p e 0 f 
problem called discrimination reversal. Each 
discrimination-reversal problem starts a s a 
discrimination problem wi th one of a pai r 0 f 
stimuli consistently rewarded· regardles s of 
pos i tion. After a predetermined num b e r 0 f 
tri als, in our experiments, 7, 9, or 11, the 
reward values of the stimuli are reve rs ed, 
wi th no cue being given to the ani mal other 
than that of the reversed reward values. Dis
crimination-reversal learning-set cur v e s 
were determined on the data from eight monkeys. 
The phenomena demonstrated in the forma t ion 
of discrimination learning-set cur v e s were 
again demons trated here. The firs t desc r i m
ination-reversal learning problems are acquired 
gradually; but eventually the monkey comes to 
make practically no errors after the fir s t 
"informing" trial at the point of reversal. 

Recently North has reported data on rats 
trained on a long series of discrim ina tion
reversal problems. The rats gave evidence of 
the formation of learning sets, since improve
ment was noted from problem to problem, but 
the rats -- like the cats and unlike the mon
keys -- never attained or even ap pro a c h e d 
perfect, insightful reversal in a single trial. 

Nine nursery school children at the Wis
consin Laboratory were tested on discrimina
tion-reversal learning-set formation un d e r 
conditions almost identical to those for the 
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monkeys, except that the children we r e r e
warded with macaroni beads instead of peanuts, 
and missed test days because of col d san d 
measles -- and temper tantrums. l1leir composite 
discrimination learning curves were determined 
and the!Je data suggest that even the innnature 
human primate "learns how to learn" with great 
efficiency. 

TIle newness of this technique and·its pres
ent limited application to subhuman spe c i e s 
necessi tates caution of interpretation. But . 
the' limi ted extant data indicate that it will 
prove to be a powerful tool enabling us to as
say the nature of both similari ties and differ
ences in intellectual abili ties of va r i ou s 
genera, families, and probably orders. 

Man in his infinite wisdom and even more 
infini te anthropocentrism has prided hims elf 
on being the "thinking" animal and has ascribed 
to himself a process "reason" which he has de
nied to animals. Reason has always be en re
garded as an ability to see through problems, 
independently or relatively independen t 1 y of 
experience. 

The psychologist, Hebb, has recently sug
gested that the completely naive primate may 
well be inferior to many lower animals in his 
abili ty to solve problems -- perhaps any pro b
lem. It is only through prolonged experience, 
or, in terms of our theoretical position, it is 
only after he has formed efficient Ie ar n i n g 
sets, that man's rational powers at t a in and 
then gradually but progressively far surpas s 
those of any other animal. If, as is not un
likely, reason and thought can be efficiently 
described in terms of an extension of relative
ly simple learning phenomena, additional evi
dence will be obtained to indicate the essen
tial continuity of evolutionary developm e n t 
of the human being's higher mental processes. 

Hebb noted that rats deprived of all visu
al experience early in life show little evi
dence of any defici t when first prese n ted a 
visual discrimination problem. M u c h m 0 r e 
serious visual learning deficit has been found 
by Riesen in monkeys and chimpanzees g i ve n 
their first problems following prolonged dep~ 
rivation of visual experience. These subhuman 
data find confirmation in the clinical descrip
tions by Senden of human beings whose fir s t 
opportunity for detail vision followed opera
tions for congeni tal cataracts after many years 
of visual deprivation. 

Such data suggest that human mental pow
ers arise only after prolonged experience and 
intensive training. And again, there is every 
reason to believe that the essential mechan
isms progressively evolve as we pass from sub
primate to primate forms, and i n t urn fro m 
subhuman primate to human forms. No careful, 
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Figures 8, 9, and 10 -- Typical instrumental 
problem solutions by a cebus monkey at the 
Wisconsin Laboratory 

T 

Figure 9 
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Figure 8 

Figure 10 
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detailed, psychological test has ever g i v en' Essentially similar resul ts have been ob-
any indication of intellec tual disconti n ui ty tained by every investigator who has wor ked 
at any adequately tested point in too phyle tic wi th children two to four years of age. Such 
series. solutions as occur usually follow extens i v e 

There was a time when man thought of him
self as the tool-using animal, and the advent 
of tool-using was regarded by some as a great 
sal tatory step in intellectual achieve me n t. 
The human being's instrumental in te 11 ec t u a 1 
isolation had to be discarded after Kohl e r IS 

brilliantly integrated series of observations 
proved that the chimpanzee was capable of util
izing tools in a wide variety of ways. Through 
the assumption that these problems were solved 
by insight learning -- defined as a sud den 
perceptual reorganization of a complex situa
tion - the chimpanzee was almost humanizedj 
but within the last 15 years it has been dem
onstrated by Kluver, deHaan, and others, that 
the cebus monkey was allDOs t as fa c i 1 e wi th 
tools as was the chimpanzee. Limited t y pes 
of instrumental problem solutions have als 0 

been described in subprimates -- and noon e 
would now suggest that tool-using abilities 
separate man from the lower animals. 

But of far greater theoretical intere s t 
than the fact of tool utilization by subhuman 
animals is the manner in which all anim a 1 s , 
including man, attain the ability to effe c t 
instrumental problem solutions. Kohler's as
sumptions that the chimpanzee's initial solu
tions were sudden and insightful are, without 
question, incorrect, and he was misled through 
lack of knowledge of the life histories of his 
subjects. 

An intensive investigation of instrumental 
problem solving in 25 chimpanzees of 0 net 0 

fifteen years of age was conducted by Schiller, 
using a series of 12 stick problems of gradu
ated difficulty. All the subjects, including 
the oldest, learned gradually and by "specific 
experience. " The one- to two-year-o 1 d s re
quired several hundred trials to master e ac h 
of the easiest problems, and they never solved 
problems of even intermediate difficulty. Their 
performance appeared to Schiller to resemb I e 
condi tioning. The three- to four-year-o 1 d s 
learned in the same manner, requiring abo u t 
100 trials to master each of the simple prob
lems and problems of intermediate difficulty, 
and they never mastered problems beyon d this 
level. Even the nine- to fifteen-year-o 1 d s 
failed on initial presentation to solve their 
first problem -- the straight stick with food 
behind it. All reached for the food bey 0 n d 
the stick and picked up the stick only after 
hesitation. At first, they pulled the stic k 
without reference to the food, lick e d i t, 
smelled it, and chewed it. Only much I ate r 
did they put the s tick out and push tow a r d 
the food. 

manipulation and exploration, and even w hen 
very simple tool situations are pres en ted, 
less than five per cent of the solutions are 
sudden or immediate. Since most of the chil
dren tested had undoubtedly had exte n s i v e 
previous play experience with blocks, chairs, 
boxes, and sticks, and probably had us e d at 
least some of these objects as tools to obtain 
treasures beyond arm's reach - the similari ty 
of the Children's, the chimpanzees', and th e 
monkeys' behavior is obvious. 

The history of research into instrumental 
abili ties in animals thus resembles the history 
of many problems that have been subjected to 
analytical investigation. The more precis e 
and better controlled the studies, the m 0 r e 
conclusive becomes the evidence for continuhy 
of process -- rather than discont in u i t Y 0 f 
process -- \vi thin the phylogenetic s cal e • 
Tool-learning behavior becomes strik i n g 1 Y 
similar to object discrimination learni ng. 
When first faced with a problem of ei ther kind, 
the individual -- human or subhuman -- learns 
slowly, ineffectively, and by trial and error. 
Sudden, insightful, rational learning 0 n 1 y 
appears after many problems of a par tic ula r 
type have been mastered -- after the solution 
of many related problems has made tills origin
ally difficult learning 'simple. 

At the start of this paper we emphasized 
that the differentiation of the cortex appears 
to have resul ted from a continuous pro c e s s. 
The "so-called" associative areas gradual 1 y 
expanded and differentiated from the so-called 
sensory and motor areas. Throughout the paper 
we have reiterated the gradual and continuous 
differentiation of the learning-thinking pro
cess and have emphasized that this continuity 
could be properly comprehended only if stress 
were laid upon the importance of the role 0 f 
the learning variable. 

Experiments on the effect of cor tic a I 
lesions provide evidence on evolutionary the
ory. At the same time the effect of cortical 
lesions on intellectual processes can only be 
properly evaluated if the three basic princi
ples of gradual differentiationof'associative 
areas, continuity of the learning-th ink i n g 
process, and progressive importance of the role 
of learning, are always kept in mind. 

The importance of these principles is em
phasized in the resul ts of a compre hen s i v e 
and long-term experiment we have conducted on 
the effects of cortical lesions on the learned 
behavior of monkeys. Twelve animals have been 
used in this investigation, four normal c on-
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troIs and eight operated subj ec ts, and the 
learning experiences of all 12 have been kept 
constant throughout the five years of experi
mentation thus far completed. 

The first operation was carried 0 u t on 
all eight experiroontal subj ects and invol ve d 
destruction of all the neocortical associative 
areas of one hemisphere.' Shortly after t his 
operation the monkeys showed some loss on de- . 
layed reaction tests, on discrimination tests, 
and on discrimination-reversal tests. But the 
really striking data are those .which indicate 
the vas t amount of recovery by the oper ate d 
monkeys on discrimination and discrimination
reversal retests following a year of conthwal 
postoperative education on other laboratory 
problems. The same results obtain for delayed 
response. 

Two years after the first operation, the 
experimental monkeys were divided in tot w 0 

equally matched groups. In one group the lat-
'eral surface of the contralateral frontal as
sociative areas was, destroyed, and inthe other, 
a vast lesion in the contralateral posteri 0 r 
association areas was produced. The Front a 1 
group a few months after operation showed very 
serious loss on delayed reaction tests --which 
may measure memory and/or attention. The r e 
was little loss on discrimination tests. The 
Posterior group showed slight loss on delayed 
reaction tests but very serious loss on d i s
crimination tests shortly after the operation. 
But, again, the striking data are thos e ob
tained during the course of testing 0 v era 
two-year period. During this time, the Frontal 
group performed with reasonable efficiency on 
some delayed reaction tests, and the Postermr 
group showed complete, or almost complete, 
recovery on s-imple discrimination tests. Res
idual discrimination defici t could, however, 
still be shown by the introduction of new and 
more difficult discrimination tests. 

Approximately four years after the orig
inal operation the four Frontal animals we re 
subj ec ted to the pos terior cortic aIle s ion. 
and the Four Posterior animals to the frontal 
lesion. Since less than a year of continuous 
testing has intervened after operation, 0 u r 
analysis must be regarded as tentative and in
complete, but the results are striking and, 
even to us, somewhat unexpec ted. Thes e an i
mals, with only islands of associative cortex 
remaining, showed amazing ability to solve in
tellectual problems. Their performance on 
discrimination tests was highly eff i c i e nt, 
even though it was inferior to the performance 
of the normal controls at the five pe r c e n t 
confidence level. The same results were found 
on the more complex discrimination-reve r sal 
test. Three out of 6 surviving operate d ani
mals performed efficiently on delayed reaction 
tests, and the performance of one animal, which 

made only five per cent errors, over 1 a p p e d 
that of the normal monkeys! Such data suggest 
that we should rename the "associative areas." 
Furthermore, the results provide strik i ng 1 y 
suggestive support to LaShley's brilliant hy
pothesis that sensory and motor cortical areas 
also mediate associative functions. 

It still remains for us to test monkeys 
following total destruction of the neocortical 
associative areas. We believe that when this 
is done there will be even more conclus i v e 
evidence supporting the position that the as
sociati ve areas have gradually evolved fro m 
the sensory-motor areas, that there is contin
uity of the learning-thinking intellectu a 1 
processes, and that the key to understanding 
mental evolution and cortical functioning lies 
in the detailed analysis of the learning pro
cess. 

- END -

~:;---------*---------* 

SPECIAL ISSUES OF 
'~~C.OMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION" 

The issue of "Computers and Automation" 
in June, 1955, Was a special issue: "The Com
puter Directory, 1955", 164 pages, containing: 
Part I, Who's Who in the Computer Field; Part 
2, Roster of Organizations in the Computer Field; 
and Part 3, The Computer Field: Products and 
Services for Sale. It is expected that the next 
Computer Directory issue will be June, 1956. 

The next two special issues will be De
cember, 1955, and January, 1956. The Decem
ber issue will be mainly devoted to useful in
formation for people who have been in the com
puter field for some time: a "Glossary of Terms'~ 
and also cumulative editions of other piecesof 
reference information. 
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The January, 1956. issue will be mainly 
devoted to useful information for people who 
have newly entered the computer field: an in
troduction to computers (and to "Computers and 
Automation"); and reprints and revisions 0 f 
some of the more introductory articles and pa
pers that "Computers and Automation" has pub
lished. 
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(Part 1 was pu'blished in the September, 1955 issue of "Computers and Automation" 

~ detailed description of the running memory 
layout follows: 
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matically read computational instruc-' 900 to 939 POOL OF CONSTANTS. Corruoon constant s 
frequently required by the v ar i 0 u s 
operations in the finished ru n n in g 
program produced by the compiler a re 
stored here. Fig. 2 cont'ains a corn-' 
plete .list ~f thes~ consta~ts. 

tions into the melOOry as required. 
The writer of pseudo- instructions 
need not be concerned with this area 
of the memory. 

060 to 119 WORKING STORAGE. These 60 location s 
in the Univac memory are used for stor
age of constants and intermediate re
sults during executionm the program. 
The person utilizing the compile r is 
responsible for the layout of~ area 
of memory. 

120 to 179 

180 to 239 

INPUT DATA BLOCK B. This group of stor
age locations is set aside for problem 
data read in from tape. In use, a block 
(60-words) of problem data is brought 
into an input block. As the raw data 
is processed, it is removed from th e 
input block in successive gro ups of 

, words called items. In Fig. 1, i t 
will be noted that the melOOry layo u t 
contains space for two input blocks. 
This permi ts information to be brought 
into the calculation from more than one 
reel of magnetic. tape. Input block B 
is normally considered a second 0 r 
auxiliary input data storage b 10 c k • 
If only one input block is require d, 
block A (see Fig. 1 ) should be used 
in preference to block B; b 10 c k B 
under this circumstance can serve as 
additional working storage. 

INPUT DATA BLOCK A. The function 0 f 
input block A is described abo v e • 
This block may be used for w 0 r kin g 
storage as well. 

240 to 779 RUNNING PROGRAM. Instructionsproduced 
by the compiler system occupy this area 
of the memory, and these 10 cat ion s 
contain instructions necessary to ex
ecute the solution of the problem. It 
will be noted that this area contains 
space for nine blocks (nine 60 w 0 r d 
uni ts) of instructions. If the solu
tion of a problem requires more th an 
this number of instructions the co m
piler automatically provides fo r re
tention of the excess instructions on 
tape until summoned into the memo r y 
by the Control Block instruction s • 
These nine (or less) blocks of instruc
tions are called one segment. 

780 to 899 FLOATING DECIMAL ARITHMETIC. T his 
area contains all the C-IO instructions 
necessary to perform the mst common 1 y 
used floating decimal operati 0 n s 0 f 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
and division. Storage of th e s e i n
s truc tions eliminates the nec e s sit y 
for repeating them in the finis he d 
C-lO instructions produced by the com
piler. The wri ter of pseudo-c 0 d e 
instructions will seldom be concerned 
wi th the specific contents of this area 
of the memory. 
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940 to 999 OUTPUT BLOCK. Final results are stored 
here. As mentioned previously, Univac 
reads and writes in blocks of six t y 
words each. When 60 Univac words of 
final results have been accumulated 
in this area of the melOOry the blo c k 
is automatically written on magneti c 
tape. 

SAMPLE PROBLEM 

A sample problem at this point will best il
lustrate how the A-2 Compiler System may be utilized 
to prepare a program for solution by Univac. 

Statement of the Problem. Tabulate yr- e-x2 

sin cx, where x ranges between -.99 and+.99 in 
increments of _A x = .01 It is required- tha t y 
be determined for each of the 199 val u e s 0 f x 
throughout the given range. Finally it is desired 
to print in tabular form the values of x in on e 
column and the corresponding values of y in th e 
next column. 

Analysis and Method of Solution. Analys i s 
of the problem for solution consists of sett i n g 
down a series of operations according to the method 
of solution. 

OPERATION NO. DESCRIPTION 

Starting 
Values 

o 

1 

2 

3 
Intermed
iate Re- 4 
suIts 

5 

6 

7 

Input It must be decided atthis 
time what initial values are nec
essary for the computationm this 
operation. Provision is made for 
reading these values into the com
puter. 

Calculate x2 

Obtain -x2 
• _x2 

Calculate e 

Calculate cx 

Calculate sin cx 

Calculate e-x2 sin cx 

Since there are a number of values 
of y to be calculated m this prob
lem, it is desirable to put beside 
each y result the appropri ate x 
value used in its solution. During 
this operation the value of x (in 
working storage) will be pI ace d 
next to the val ue of y (in working 
storage) just calculated to facil
i tate 1 ater removal to mag net i c 
tape. 
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8 In order that the results may be 
printed out in desired form an ed
iting operation must be performed. 

9 Each x and its corresponding y must 
be stored for subsequent recording 
on the result tape. When a suffic
ient number of these values h a v e 
been accumulated, (one block) they 

'will automatically be wri t ten on 
tape. 

10 The first value of y has now be en 
calculated. Operations 1 through 
10 must be repeated with a new value 
of x obtained by adding the incre
ment of (~x:: .01) to the previous 
value of x. This cycle (an itera
tion) must be repeated unti 1 the 
last value of x has been calculated. 
When this occurs, operation No. 11, 
should be performed. 

11 The last output block may be 0 n 1 y 
partially filled with the values of 
x and y. Operation 11 will f ill 
the rest of the block with non-nu
meric characters and wri te t his 
last block on tape. 

12 This operation will terminate the 
program by rewinding the magnet i c 
tapes and stopping the computer. 

Layout of Working Storage. When w r it i n g 
pseudo-code in the sequence dictated by the anal
ysis and method of solution it is customary to 
proceed just as though the computation were taking 
place at the time. Hence, before the actual com
putational steps can be written in pseudo-c 0 de, 
the initial or starting values must be located in 
working storage and relative addresses ass i g n ed 
to them. All floating decimal values (two-w 0 r d 
units) are stored and transferred in pairs. When 
referring to any values in the working storage, 
only the relative address of the first word of the 
pair need be indicated since the second w 0 r d al
ways travels along wi th it. The val ues requi red 
to begin this computation are: 

x -- the variable 

Ax the increment 

Lx the upper limit afthe range of x 

2 the power of x 

C the constant 

LOGIOe constant needed ~y a sub-routine 
to calculate e-x 

These are written in floating decimal fo r m 
and located in the working storage block as shown 
(Fig. 3). The order and location of these values 
in working storage is arbi trary and 1 eft tot h e 
discretion of the coder. 
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The six starting values must be re ~ 0 r d e d 
(unityped) on tape in the arrangement shown (Fig. 
3) before they can be brought into the computer. 
When the data is "read" into the computer fro m 
tape it is deposited in an input block. Then', as 
many values as are needed are transferred into the 
working storage in the locations desired b y th e 
coder. In order for the computer to perform this 
operation it requires instructions in its 0 w n 
language. OrdinnriJy, the coder would have to write 
84 C-IO ins tructions and be certain that the logic 
of the relationship of one instruction to another 
would cause the computer to correctly perform the 
desired operation. With compiler pseudo-code only 
one instruction need be written. This one pseudo
instruction directs the compiler to prod u c e (in 
C-IO code) the 84 logically related instructions. 
The pseudo-instruction must be in a prescrib e d 
form. All the pseudo-instructions currently avail
able with the compiler are shown in Figure 4. In 
Figure 4, the variables (in the pseudo- ins tructiOls) 
to be supplied by the coder have been underlined 
(in the original manual they are printed in red ink); 
but note also that capital letter 0 (oh) is d i s
tinguished from cipher 0 (zero) in that capital 0 
is underlined. Figure 4 is a master key to codinq 
with pseudo-instructions; continual reference w it 
is needed to understand this discussion. 

In the analysis Operation 0 is an input 0 p
eration. Under the column titled "Descrip tion" 
look for the word input. In the first line fin d 
"Input Generator". To the left of this under "In
structions" is the pseudo-instruction coveri n g 
this operation, namely: 

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

IGIMI~ 101(t)I(~)lol{ ~ )I(_:~: )1 
Copy everything "black" (not underlined) 0 n 

the first line of the coding sheet in the corres
ponding digit positions: 

2 3 4 10 11 12 

It is the coder's responsibility to supply 
the variables noted In underlining~ 

The coder is first required to fill ~n a tape 
or Uniservo number for "t". This (t) is the num
ber of the tape-handling unit which will hold the 
data tape when solution of ,the problem is be i ng 
done after compilation. 

Uniservo 1 is always reserved for the c 0 m
piled program during solution. Therefore, U n i
servos 2 through 9 and -- (uniservo number 10 ) 
are available for data and result tapes. Sin c e 
number 2 is the next unused "servo" it will be as
signed to hold the data. So in place of t write 2: 

I 1 2 3 4 5 10 11 12 

101 
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A or B (digit position 6) is to be filled in 
next. This designates what input block in ther~ 
ning memory is to be used to store the data block 
when it is read from Uniservo number 2. When one 
input block is needed use block A. This probl e m 
has only one data tape so only one input block is 
required. In the sixth digit position fill in A: 

1234567 10 II 12 

The next thing to be supplied is a two digit 
value for "s" (digit positions 8 and 9). The block 
of data has been read from Uniservo #2 into input 
block A. Now "s" number of words are to be trans
ferred from the beginning of this block into wor k
ing storage. It was decided previously that six 
values were needed immediately. Since each value 
is expressed by two words there are then 12 words 
to be transferred. Consult note 2 to see if an 
"item size" of 12 is allowable: It is, therefore 
the coder writes 12 in the appropriate spaces: 

I 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 II 12 

I G / M / I /0 /2/ A /0 /,1 / 2/ 

The last piece of information concerns "m " 
(digit positions 10,11,12). Since m covers an 
area of 3 spaces, a relative working storage a d
dress is required (see note 1) • It was decid e d 
to have the six values in working storage starting 
at relative add,ress 000. For "m" fill in 000: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

(GIMIIIOI2IAloI112Iololol· 

The pseudo-instruction for the input is now 
completed. When the compiler interprets t his 
pscudo-instru~tion,it will "call" the Input Gen
erator (a subroutine) from the Library and supply 
the pSEtudo-instruction to it. The generator, 0 n 
the basis of the variables supplied, will generate 
84 C-IO instructions (a subroutine) which will be
come the first part of the compiled program. 

It will be capable of reading a data bloc k 
from Uniservo #2 (t) into input block A or B (i n 
this case A) then transfer "s" words (12) from th e 
beginning of the input block to the working stor
age starting at relative address 000 (m). In the 
event that more data would be needed from the in
put block, (not the case in this problem) control 
is transferred back to the GMI operation number 
and it would transfer the next 12 words to the same 
place as working storage. Each time the GMI sub
routine is executed it transfers the next success
ive "s" words to working storage. When the inpu t 
block is exhausted GMI will read another data block 
from tape into the same input block and transfe r 
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the first "s" words in the block to working stor
age. 

The beginning values are now in working stor
age in the arrangement decided on in the la you t 
of Working Storage. Operation 1 -- Calculate x2• 
This operation requires that the variable "x" be 
raised to the second power. Under Description, 
look for the proper routine. In the "eleventnline 
find "Raise to a Whole Power". To the left the 
pseudo-instruction is: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 : 8: )1 

Copy the black characters in the second line 
of the coding sheet. The relationship of A, N, and 
B are explained in the column to the left labeled 
"FORM". It shows An = B. Since each 0 f the s e 
covers three digits, relative working storage ad
dresses are to be supplied (see note 1). An i n
spection of the working storage shows t hat the 
variable X is in relative location 000. Since A 
represents the address for X write 000: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 10 11 12 

N is the notation for the address of the power 
to which the variable is to be raised. In this prob
lem, the value of the power is 2. It is contained 
in the working storage. The relative address of 2 
is 006. For N, fill in 006. See note 4 concern
ing limits of values A and N. The values used in 
this problem are allowable. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

lAl p iNI oioioiolo.l.61 

B is the relative address of the location i n 
which the result (x2) of this operation is to b e 
stored. Since the first open location is 012, 
the result (x2) is assigned relative address 012. 
This instructs the routine to place the result in 
012 of the working storage. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

I A I p I N.I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 1.61 0 III 2 J 

Operation 1 would require 152 C-IO cod e d 
instructions. Utilizing A-2, one instructio n 
suffices. The compiler automatically supplie s 
the necessary coding. 
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Operation 2: 'Obtain _x2• Operation 2, ( i n 
this case Change, ~os iti ve quantity to neg a t i ve) , 
under DescriptIon Ibok for change sign. Cop y 
characters in black: 

7 8 9 10 11 1 < 

1010 I a 1 

For A, the coder supplies the address of the 
value to have its sign changed. It is the value 
just calculated and placed in 012. 'Write 012 for 
"A" on the third line of the coding sheet~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

I A/ N.l1 1 ~.I I 1210 10 ! 010 /1 14/ 

Now, the location in which the value is to be 
stored after having its sign changed is wanted. 
The next open location is 014; fill this address 
in for B. Address 012 could have been used for B 
since the value x2 was not needed after tile rrutine 
removed it from 012 to change its sign. However, 
since there are many locations left in working 
storage to more than cover the needs of the prob
lem, the coder can use them rather liberally. 

Operation 3: Calculate e-x2 • The constant e 
is to be raised to the -x2 power. APN may not be 
used since -x2 is a fractional number. So und e r 
Description look for a routine to fit this opera
tion. To the left of "Raise to a Fractional Pooer" 
find the pseudo-instruction: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Copy X+ A in the fourth line of the cod i n g 
sheet. The first address wanted is that of N. It 
is the power to which e is to be raised. The value 
-x2 has been pI aced back in 014. For N fi IIi n 
014. 

,123456 10 II 12 

[ X 1 +1 Ala 11 1 41 

In the column labeled FORM to the 1 eft 0 f 
X+ A the mathematical operation is noted. An is 
equi valent to e-x2 • The subroutine that i s t 0 

calculate An requires that A be given in its loga
rithmic form. Since in our problem e is equiva
lent to A, the 10glOe must be supplied. This was 
done in the layout of the working storage. Th e 
address of this value is 010. 

For 10910A fill in 010: (see note 5) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

I ~ 1+1 A 10 11 1.410 11 10 I 
-x2 For B fill in the location in which e is 

to be stored in the working storage. The n ext 
open location is 016. Fill in 016: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Ixl+IAI 0111410 11101011161 

Operation 4 -- Calculate ex. This operation 
is clearly a multiplication. The pseudo-instruc
tion is: 

8 9 10 11 12 

Again, according to note 1 relative worki n g 
storage addresses for A, B, and C are needed. The 
value for C is stored in 008. The value x is still 
000, of course. Fill in A and B: 

1~1~1~1~1~181~1~1~1" 
11 12 

The product will be placed back in worki n g 
storage in the next open location, 018: 

I 2 3 4 !! 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

I ~ .1 M fa , 0 lois 1 a , 0 I a 1 a 11 I 8_1 

Operation 5 -- Calculate sin ex. Look for 
pseudo-instruction for sin. Fill in black char
acters on coding sheet: 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

10 10 10 I 

Note 10 cautions that the angle must be ex
pressed in radians. The quantity ex is certainly 
in a decimal form. For A, the address of ex i s 
required. It is in location 018. Fill in 018 
for A: 

2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 1 12 

Jrlslol011181010101 J 



AUTOMATIC PROGRMIMING 
Since this routine needs only one input quan

titY,digits 7, 8, and 9 are just filled in wit h 
zeros. The last three digits are again for the 
location of the result. Fill in 020: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7, 8 II 10 11 12 

Irlslolol1 18101 0 10 1012101 

Operation 6 - Calculate e-x.2 sin ex. Bo t h 
parts of the product are stored in working storage 
in 016 and 020. A mUltiply operation is required. 
Since this operation was written previously, the 
coder should remember the form and be able to write 
the pseudo-instruction required at this time with 
no further explanation: 

1 2 3 4 !I 6 7 8 II 10 11 12 

I A I M I 0 I 0 11 I '61 a I 2 I 0 1 0 1 214 I 
The product of the multiplication is the first 

y result.' This result has been placed in 024 in
stead of 022 because if x and yare to be together 
when they are collected in the output block, xllien 
must be moved next to "y". ' 022 has been reserved 
for this purpose. 

Operation 7 -- Move x next to y. Under "De
scription" look for a routine that will move float
ing decimal quantities. Find "Move FL.· Dec. Num
bers". To the left the pseudo-instruction is 

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

ml is the location from which the number i s 
to be taken. n as described in Note 1 ~the num
ber of values, not words, to be moved. ~ is the 
location to which it is to be moved. It i s r e
quired that x be moved next to y. Since x is in 
location 000 write 000 for m: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 10 11 12 

IMlvlolololol 

Only one value (x) is to be moved, therefore, 
fill in 001 for n: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

[Mlvlolololololol11 

x is to be moved to 022; for ffi2 fill in 022; 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

IMlvioioioioiolol11012121 

Remember that the value x is not erased when 
transferred. 

Opet..<!tion 8 -- Editing. It is desired to edit 
x, and y and have them printed in two col u m n s • 
There will be 198 x's and y's. This number 0 f 
resul ts is considered a small amount of "output". 
There is only one 'small volume' editing routine. 
The pseudo-instruction is found near llie bottom of 
the Instruction sheet: 

1 E I Diu Ie' :~1: '*~>Ic' ~ · lie" :~~: ")1 
C is the number of columns the coder desires 

converted to printed form. n is the numb e r 0 f 
values to be edited at one time starting at loca
tion m]. Dl2 is the starting location to which n 
values ·are to be returned after editing. Values 
are to be in successive locations beginning with 
ml and will be put back successively starting with 
location 1I12. 

In this problem c = 2 since 2 C olu mns are 
desired. n = 2 because there are two val u e s , 
x and y, to be edited. ml = 022 because this is 
the address of x, and III2 = 022 because the edited 
numbers are to be returned to same locations. The 
unedited'values are no longer desired or needed. 
The pseudo-instructions should be filled ina s 
follows: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

JElolulol2121210121012121 

Operation 9 -- transfer of results to "out
put block". The edited values x and y should now 
be transferred to the output block. A total of 4 
words will be transferred since x and v are e x-
pressed by 2 words each. In Figure 4 look for 
oulPUT GENERATOR. The pseudo-instruction is: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

IGI~IQIOI(t)lxl(~* $ )\( :m: )1 

On the coding sheet, copy the chara c t e r s 
which are in black print: 

1 2 3 4 10 11 12 



AUTQ'vIATIC PROGRAMMING 
The character in digit position 3 is u'nder- supplied and generate a subroutine which will pick 

lined to dis tinguish the letter 0 from a z e r 0 • .up S words (in this case 4) from the working stor-
In place of t, the coder is required to supply a age beginning at m (in this case 022) and transfer 
Uniservo number that will hold the tape on which them to the output block beginning at 940. Upon 
the output or results are to be recorded. The cycling back through the subroutine, four word s 
next available Uniservo in sequence is number 3. will be transfe.rred (beginning at 022) to 944 0 f 
For t fill in 3, (digit position 5) : the output block. Each tire the subroutine is ex-

. ecuted it will transfer 4 words from the same place 

I 2 3 4 5 6 10 II 12 

In digit position 7 an "H" or "L" is to be 
written. If EDF or EDT is used, the lette r H 
must be written. If EDU is used, then fill in L. 
H reans record the resul t.s at high density (100 
characters / inch) on the tape. This will be a 
tape prepared for the high-speed printer. Lmeans 
low density (20 characters / inch) and this tape 
will be prepared for the Uniprinter or low-speed 
printer. 

If none of the edit routines are used, the n 
it is left to the discretion of the coder to fill 
in the pri>per letter. It is suggested tha t if 
there is a small amount of results to be printed, 
the uniprinter be utilized.. In this case the coder 
designates L. If the output is large,then write 
H. In this problem EDU was used, therefore, the 
coder must write L. (In the 7th digit positio n 
fill in L) • 

123456 7 10 II 12 

For ''S'' fill in the number of words to b e 
transferred from the working storage to the out
put block. Since there are 4 (2 for x and 2 for 
y), S = 4. Consult Note 2 to be sure that 4 i s 
an allowable "item size". 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 

(GIMIOIOI3IxILloI41 

The last three digits require a relati v e 
address. (Note 1). x and yare stored in work
ing storage beginning at location 022. Fo r m 
fill in 022. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 J 1 12 

IGIMIQIOl31XILlol41012121 

As in the case of GMI, when the com pi 1 e r 
interprets this pseudo-instruction,it will call 
in the OUTPUT GENERATOR subroutine fro m the 
library. The generator will take the vari abIes 
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in working storage to the next successive 4 loca
tions in the output block. When the block is full 
(after 15 transfers in this case) the subrou tin e 
will automatically record the contents of the out
put block on Uniservo t (in this case 3) a s r e
quired. 

Operation 10 -- Increase x by the increment 
/:lx and test to determine if all val u e s 0 f X 
throughout the range have been used to calculate 
the y results required. 

The description of this operation is "ADD to 
A LIMIT". The pseudo-ins truc tions are f 0 un d to 
the left. Copy everything in black print: 

10 II 12 

A A L 
1 C N 0 0 0 0 
2 C N 0 0 0 0 

The first line 
storage addresses. 
are x, l1x and Lx 
See Note 11. X is 
002; Lx is in 004. 

requires 3 relative worki n g 
(Note D The values needed 

(the limit of the range of x ) 
known to be in 000; tJ x is in 
Fill in as shown below: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

GAIAILlololololol21010)41 

On the basis of the first line the routine 
will add x (in 000) to Il x (in 002) and place the 
sum (the new x) back in 000. This new x will then 
be tested against the limit of x (Lx) to determine 
whether or not the limit has been reached. Since 
the limit has not been reached (-.99+.01-==-.98; 
and -.98;t: 1.0) the calculation,must be repeate d 
with the new value of x. All the coder~required 
to do is send "control" back to the beginning and 
calculate the next y wi th the new val ue of x. This 
is the purpose of the ICN line. The"red"notation 
in this line reads;:: OPN 11. ,meaning that if the new 
x is not equal to the limit, control will be trans
ferred to the operation number placed here. Upon 
looking back in the analysis the coder can see that 
the actual calculation begins with Operation 1. 
It is not necessary to go to Operation 0 sin c e 
the input block contains no more data needed for 
the solution of the problem. In the 5 digit posi
tions fill in 00001: 

J 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 

l1J c lNloioloioioloiol011 I 



AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING 
Five places have been made available because If an editing operation has not been perform-

the compiler can handle up to 99,999 operations. ed write Z. If an editing operation has bee n 
used, as is the case in this problem, write E: 

After 2CN there is the underlined notation 
OPN 1t. This signifies that when the limit:is reach
ed transfer control to the operation noted in these 
5 spaces. The analysis shows that control ism be 
transferred to the next operation; number 11. So 
in place of= OPN # write 11. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 

J21clNIolol.oloioiolol111J 

The complete pseudo-code for this operatio n 
is: 

10 11 12 

A A L 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4 
1 C N a a a a 0 0 a 0 1 
2 C N a 0 a a a 0 a 1 1 

Operation 11 -- Fill the "partial" 0 u t put 
block with non-numeric characters and record it on 
tape. 

As the output blocks are filled by success
ive transfers of results from the working storage, 
they are recorded on tape. When a problem has 
ended, the output block may not be com pIe tel V 
filled with results. The coder at this poi n t 
might wish to know where the valid results end in 
this last "partial block". It is the function of 
this operation to fill in non-numeric characters 
just after the last valid result up to the end of 
the block and then record this block on tap e • 
Under description, find "ENDING SENTINEL GENER
ATOR". The pseudo-instruction is: 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 

IGlzlzlol( ~ )lol(~)lol(t)lol(t)1 

Much of the information to be filled inmust 
be the same as written for GM.Q '(if the 0 u t put 
generator was used). "s" is the number of words 
transferred to the output block during ~ 0 u t
put operation. GM.Q has been used in this problem 
and, "s" equaled 4. "s" must, therefore, be 4 
in GZZ. 

1234567 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

/GIZIZIOI01410IEI01 loll 

If E is written, the "partial block" will be 
filled with spaces (~) and recorded on tape. Two 
more blocks will be recorded after the part i a 1 
block with a word of printer stops (~) in th e 
first and last word of each block. The character 
E. stops the printer when it is interpreted. If 
Z is written, the partial block will be· filled with 
ZIS and the two blocks following will have a word 
of ZI S in the first and last words of the blocks. 
(Note 3) 

Wri te H or L depending on what has been wri t
ten previously in GM.Q. H means that results will 
be recorded on tape at 100 characters / inch. L 
means that results will be recorded on tape at 20 
characters / inch. In GM.Q, L was used. Therefore 
in GZZ fill in L (digit position 10). 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 

IGlzlziolol41 o lEIoiLIoi 

For t the same number used in GMO m us t be 
wri t ten in GZZ. This is the uniservo-that is con
trolling the result tape. Write 3 for t in digit 
position 12. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

/Glzlzlolol4lolElolLlol31 

Operation 12 -- Rewind all tapes on Uniservos 
used and stop the computer. When a problem has 
COIOO to an end it is necessary to rewind the tapes 
used in the solution of the problem in ordpr to 
dismount them from the Uniservo. 

The pseudo-instruction to the left of "R E
WIND TAPES AND STOP" is: 

I 2 3 9 10 11 12 

/Rlwlsl 

Copy characters in black: 

I 2 3 10 11 12 

/Rlwlsl I I 



AUTOMATIC PROGHAMMING 

W~i te, in ascending order, the numbers of the servo number 1. In this problem Uniservo 2 was 
Uniservos that are to have their tapes rewo un d. assigned the data tape. Mount on Uniservo 2 th e 
Uni"servos 1, 2, and 3 have been used: data tape which has previously been p·re p a r.e d. 

Mount a blank reel of tape on Uniservo 3. Th i s 
tape will receive the final results. The operator 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

IR/W/S/11213101010101010/ 

Fill in zeros in all unused spaces. 

The last pseudo-instruction has been written 
to completely describe the solution of the problem 
to the compiler. An ending word mus t now be wri t
ten which tells the compiler that there is no more 
pseudo-code for it to interpret. Under "descrip
tion" the last line reads "END OF INFORMATION". 
To the left is the word that must be written just 
as it appears: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

IEINIDI~lcIQIDII INIGI~I~I 

The complete pseudo-code for the sample prob
lem can be found in Fig. 5. This pseudo-c 0 d e 
sheet is given to a unitypist and she will record 
it on Univac metallic magnetic tape by means of the 
UNITYPER. She will type only the 12 ch ar ac t e r 
pseudo-instructions from left to right, digit by 
digit until all 16 instructions have been recorded. 
She will then fill the rest of the block with zeros. 
Since the computer will only accept information 
from tape in groups of 60 Univac words, the unitypist 
must fill out the rest of the block. It is cust
omary to use zeros as the "fill characters". When 
the tape is returned to the coder its h 0 u 1 d be 
mounted on a printer and the pseudo-code printe d 
out and proof-read against the original to be sure 
that no transcription errors have occurred. 

At the same time, the data tape should be 
prepared. For this problem it is written as shown 
in Fig. 6. The s arne procedure is followed in 
preparing this tape. When it has been proof-read, 
the tape should be set aside and kept for the 
computational run. 

Compilation. The pseudo-code tape should be 
mounted together wi th the compiler ins tructi 0 n 
tape, the library tape, and 4 blank tapes, on Uni
servos designated in the "OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR COMPILING" located in the a ppendix.* By f 01-
lowing these operating instructions, the Uni va c 
operator will initiate the compiling process. If 
any print-outs occur during compilation other than 
the normal four described in "PHASES OF COMPILA
TION", consult the page in appendi:0' en tit 1 e d 
"Compiling Print-outs". 

When the compilation has been complete d, as 
evidenced by the print-out "END COMPILE " , the com
piled program is on Uniservo 4. This tape should 
be taken off and a ring' inserted in the c e n t e r 
of the reel. All other tapes should then be re
moved. Always mount the compiled program CI1 Uni -
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follows the "OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROB L E M 
RUN". Univac may now proceed with the pro b 1 e m 
solution. 

When the computation is finished, the results 
will be on tape on Uniservo 3. This tape s houl d 
then be mounted on the Uniprinter since EDU was 
used to edit the results during the computation. 

(Note: This concludes the extract from "The 
A-2 Compiler System" published currently. ,For more 
information, see the original manual obtainable 
from Remington Rand, 315 Fourth Ave. , New York 10, 
N. Y.) 

*The appendix of the original manual. 
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THE EDITOR'S NOTFS 

(con tinued from page 4) 

omitting the two outermost extremes), the vari
ation in "the range of mental abili ties is 
around 3 to 1". This statement may mean that 
the highest human 1.Q. (about 200) is about 
three times the lowes t 1. Q. (about 67). 

But can intelligence (or composite mental 
abilities) be measured objectively on a unidi
mensional scale, in which a unit in one part 
of the scale is geometrically equal to a unit 
in any other part of the scale (as is the case 
with height measured in units of inches)? It 
does not seem so. If any reader can throw light 
on the measurement of intelligence, on a com
parable basis for animals, men,and machines, 
t'Jhether stupid, average, or brilliant, he is in
vited to write us. 

- ENO -



AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING 

POOL OF CONSTANTS 

STORED IN MEMORY DURING PROGRAM RUK FOR USE BY SUB-ROUTINES 

900 R 9011 U 901 \ T . hIS goes 920 ZZZZZZ ZZZZZZ 
Ito 000 

901 C 905 B 9011 921 050000 000000 

( G . 902 A- 939 C 9011 922 099999 999999 enerallzed 

903 B 905 00 000 
( Overflow 

923 000000 000060 

9011 [00 000 U(IIJJ 
I 9211 016666 666667 1/3! 

905 [can ten ts of rAJ 925 ~1666 666667 I/ll! x 10 

906 000800 000000 \ 926 083333 333333 . 1/5! x 10 2 

907 003000 000000 I Required by 927 013888 888889 1/6 ! x 102 

000000 
I th especial 

x 103 908 002000 ) read in- 928 0198111 2698111 1/7! 
I structions 

909 001000 000000 I 929 0211801 587302 1/8! x loq 

910 0110000 000000 930 oooooe UOOOOO 

911 000000 000000 931 027557 31 92211 1/9! x 105 

912 -00000 000000 932 078539 8163110 ~/ll 

913 010000 000000 933 015915 11911309 1/211 

9111 -10000 000000 9311 025052 108385 I/II! x 10
7 

915 001000 000000 935 020876 756988 1/12!xloB 

916 000001 000000 936 000111 000000 

917 000000 000001 937 000000 000111 LOG1Oe 

918 000001 000001 938 01131129 11118190 LOG1Oe 

919 020000 000000 339 000000 000001 OF constant 

Figure 2 
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AUTOMATIC ProGRAMMING 

- - ---
!' I OJ 0 G!M:II012,A 0 I 2 0 READ IN STARTING VALUES 

-1- r--- --------------

A:P!H ololo o 0 6 0 112 CALCULATE X2 

A! HI: 0 II i 2 OIO,OiO I ill OBTAIN -X 2 
. '-+-+- otii 0 011 1 6 CALCULATE e- X2 

X +; Al 0: I III 
I , i ·l 

A MIO o i 01 8 o 0 01 O! 118 CALCULATE ex 
I 

T S 0 0 I 8 o 0 o 0 2 0 CALCULATE sin ex 

A MOO I 6 0 2 o 0 2 ~ CALCULATE Y (p'- X2 • sin ex) 

M V 0 000 0 0 I 0 2 2 MOVE x NEXT TO Y 

E D U 022 2 0 2 0 2 2 EDIT x AND Y 

G MQ. o 3 X 0 0 ~ 0 2 2 TRANSFER X AND Y TO OUTPUT 

A A L o 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 ~ x + 6.x~ xI TEST XI AGAINST Lx 

I C H 000 0 0 o 0 0 I IF t GO TO OPERATION 1 

2 C H o 0 0 0 0 o 0 I I IF = GO TO OPERATION 11 

G Z 

R W 

E N 

- 9 
o 0 

o I 

- 0 

0 I 

0 0 

0 2 

0 0 

0 5 

0 0 

0 ~ 

0 0 

Z o 0 Il o E 0 L 0 3 FILL PARTIAL BLOCK WITH 6.' s 

S I 2 3 0 o 0 o 0 0 REWIND TAPES I, 2, AND 3 STOP! 

D 6. C Q 0 I N G 6. 6. 

F'I.T zZRric:: 

~ E1IJ 0;' 

BL )cK 
........ --....-~ ....... -

Figure 5 -- Complete Pseudo-Code for the Problem 

DATA TAPE 
LAYOUT 

9 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 

o 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

o 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 

o 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 

3 ~ 2 9 ~ ~ 8 I 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

FU 2ERI~S 

T( EN D CF 

~LCC . 

STARTING VALUES 

o 0 X = -.99 

o 0 

o 0 6.x = .01 

o I 

o 0 Lx = 1.0 

o I 

o 0 Power of x = 2.0 

o I 

o 0 c = 5.0 

o I 

9 0 LOG1Oe = .~3429lj.~8190 

o 0 

Figure 6 
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A~1OMAT.IC PR9GRAMMING 

~----------------------------------------------------
EXPLANATION OF NOTES 

NOTE I: ALL SYMBOLS OCCUPYING 3'DIGITS REFER TO EVEN MEMORY ADDRESSES 
IN WORKING STORAGE IN RELATIVE FORM EXCEPT: 
m1 & mZ 'IN G1t4 WHICH ARE ABSOLUTE ADDRESSES AND MAY ElE 
ANYWHERE IN MEMORY; 
n IN MVO WHICH IS NUMBER OF VALUES NOT WORDS. 
n IN SUM WHICH IS NUMBER OF VALUES NOT WORDS. 
m IN QIO WHICH IS THE RELATIVE .ADDRESS IN WORKING STORAGE 
BUT MAY BE ODD. 
e IN EOU WH I CH' IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS DES I RED ON THE FORMAT 
m IN GMI AND GMQ WHICH IS THE RELATIVE ADDRESS IN W.S. BUT 
NOT ALWAYS EVEN. SEE NOTE 2 

NOTE 2: t MAY BE 2 THRU 9 OR-; A IS 180 BLOCK; B IS 120 BLOCK; X IS 
940 BLOCK; m IS ADDRESS OF FIRST WORD OF ITEM S; S MAY BE 1. 
2.3.4.5.6.8.10.12.15.20 OR 30; S> 1. mMUST BE EVEN; 
S> 9. m MUST BE DIVISIBLE BY 10; S = 8 THERE ARE 7 ITEMS/ 
BLOCK AND LAST 4 WORDS ARE ZEROES; END OF DATA AND END OF 
TAPE TESTS ARE NOT INCLUDED. H IS FOR HIGH DENSITY OR' 
HIGH SPEED PRINTER. L IS FOR LOW DENSITY OR UNIPRINTER. 

HOTE 3: Z FILLS PARTIAL BLOCK WITH l's AND/OR LAST T\'.10 ElLOCKS WITH 
a WORD OF l's IN FIRST AND LAST WORD OF EACH BLOCK. E IS 
FOR EDITED OUTPUT FILLING PARTIAL ElLOCK WITH SPACES AND/OR 
LAST TWO BLOCKS WITH A WORD OF PRINTER STOPS IN FIRST AND 
LAST 'WORD OF EACH BLOCK. HAND LIS SAME AS NOTE 2. 

HOTE q: -99 ~ N ~ 99. FOR -99 > N > 99. LARGE iXP. AND POWER 
PRINTS OUT· PROBLEM STOPS. IF N IS NOT A WHOLE POWER. 
FRACT. EXP AND POWER PR INTS OUT • PROBLEM STOPS. I F A = 0 
AND N < 0, G 0 DIVISOR PRINTS OUT· PROBLEM STOPS. 
IF A = N = 0, IHOEF FORM PRINTS OUT· PROBLEM STOPS. 

.HOTE 5: THE PRODUCT OF NLOG1o A MUST NOT HAVE AN EXPONENT EXCEED I NG 
+ 10. 

HOTE 6: -9 ~ N ~ 9. FOR A < 0, N MUST BE ODD. 

HOTE 7: A MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO. 

HOTE 8: QUANTITIES xi ARE STORED CONSECUTIVELY STARTING WITH XO AND 
ENDING WITH)(". 

HOTE 9: COEFFICIENTS MUST BE STORED CONSECUTIVELY IN W.S. STARTING 
AT en THRU CO. CO MUST BE FOLLOWED. BY ONE WORD OF ~'s. 

NOTE 10: ALL ANGLES MUST BE EXPRESSED IN RADIANS. 

NOTE II: Lx M.JST BE ONE INCREMENT LARGER THAN LARGEST X TO BE 

OPERATED ON. 

NOTE 12: FOR HIGH SPEED PRINTER ONE TO ONE BOARD. BLOCK SUBDIVIDER 
MUST BE DEPRESSED DURING EDITING. FORM IS ±.xxxx xxx xxx x6 
(± xx x) ~6~~. FOR EXPONENT> 19991, PRINTS ON SCP, EXP. 
OUT OF RANGE FOLLOWED BY UNEDITED NUMBER. UNEDITED NUMBER 
WI LL GO ON TAPE. 

NOTE 13: SAME AS EOF EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS: FOR UNIPRINTER. NO'BLOCK 
SUBDIVISION. IF MEETS WORD OF Q'S, INSERTS 4 CARRIAGE 
RETURNS. IF MEETS WORD OF l's, INSERTS PRINTER BREAKPOINT. 
I ~ e ~ 8 

NOTE Iq: SAME AS EOF EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS: FOR EXPONENT> 1101, PR·INTS 
ON SCP, EXP OUT OF RAHGE FOLLOWED BY UNED I TED NUMBER. 
UNEDITED NUMBER WILL GO ON TAPE. FOR EXPONENT OF 0 THRU 
-10 (ie:-q), FORM IS ± .0000xxxxxxxxxxxOOOO. FOR EXPONENT 
OF I THRU + 10 (ie +q), FORM IS ± xxxx.xxxxxxxOOOOOOOO. 

FORM 

A BLOCK FROM TAPE t TO BLOCK A OR BTHEN S WORD I TEM TO W. S .AT m 

n WORDS GO FROM ml abso 1 ute TO m2 abso 1 ute 
n NUMBERS START ING AT m11N W.S. GO To m2 IN W.S. 
s WORD I TEM AT miN W.S. GOES BLOCK X WHEN X FILLED TO TAPE 

SWORD ITEM.Z OR E SENTINEL.H OR LDENSITY. OUTPUT TAPE t 

A + B C 

A B C 
A x B = C 
A + B C 

-(±)A= Cj:) B 

AM B 

AM B 

VA B 

~ B 

LOG .A = B 

};Xj =~YtHERE i GOES FROM 0 TO n 

};C j xi • PWHERE i GOES FROM 0 TO n 

SIN A B 

COS A B 

ARCTAN A B 

XI + Ax Xj+1 

IF Xi+1 l' Lx GO TO l' (JlN , 

IF Xi+1 = Lx GO TO = OPN ., 

IF A = B GO TO ;; OPN , 

IF A l' B GO TO NEXT OPN IF 

IF IAI =IBI GO TO = .OPN ., 

IF IAIIIBI GO TO NEXT OPN # 
IF A > B GO TO > OPN ., 

IF A :: B GO TO NEXT OPN # 
IF IAI > IBI GO TO > OPN , 

IF IAI~ IBI GO TO NEXT OPN # 

GO TO OPN , 
IF m -;; WORD OF l's GO TO 'I OPN # 

IF m = WORD OF l's GO TO = OPN ., 

REPEAT ALL OPERATIONS 

from OPN ., 

up to OPN ., 
then go to OPN ., 

TYPE 4 WORDS INTO ma , ma+ 1 ' mb, mb+1 
PRINT OUT 4 WORDS FROM ma' ma +1' mb' mb+1 

TAKE n VALUES STARTING rn, EDIT, AND PLACE IN m2 

S.<ME AS E 0 F EXCEPT CIS NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN FORMAT 

SAME AS ED F. SEE NOTES 

IF ALL ZEROS. STOPS COMPUTER ONLY 

AUTOMATIC UNLESS INSERTED BETWEEN OPERATIONS 
~ 

MUST FOLLOW LAST PSEUDO. I NSTRUCT I ON \1 

Figure 4 
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NOTE 

1.2 

1.2 
3 

.ll 

.5 

,6 
.7 
,8 
,9 
.10 
,10 
,10 

I. II 

I 

1.12 
I, 13 
I , III 

I 
G 
G 
M 
G 
G 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
X' 
S 
R 
L 
S 
P 
T 
T 
T 

A 
I 
2 

Q 
I 
Q 
I 
Q 
I 
Q 
I 

U 
I 
Q 
I 
2 
C 
I 
2 

3 

B 
Y 
E 
E 
E 
R 
S 
E 
1 

2 3 
M 1 
M M 
V 0 
M .Q. 
Z Z 

A 0 

S 0 
M 0 
0 0 
N I 
P N 
+ A 
Q R 
N A 
A U 
U M 

.Q.. L 
S 0 
C 0 
A T 

A L 
C N 
C N 
U 0 
C N 
U A 
C N 
T 0 
C N 
T A 
C N 

a 0 
C N 
Z 0 
C N 
C N 
S T 
C N 
C N 
C N 

T I 
T 0 

0 F 
0 U 
0 T 
W S 
E G 
N 0 
2 , 

AUTOMATIC POOGRAMMING A-2 INSTRUCTIONS 

PSEUDO-~HSTRUCTIONS 
DESCRIPTION 

~ \ 5 \<6 J 7 J 8 \ 91 10 111112 
0 (.1) (~ 0 ( S ) ( m ) INPUT GENERATOR 

( :m1 abs. ) 0 ( ..n.. ) ( m 2 abs ) MOVE GENERATOR 
MOVE FL. DEC. NUMBERS ( m )(..!L)(~) 

o WX (~)( ~)( 2l. ) OUTPUT GENERATOR 
0 ( S ) -U (~) 0 ( ~) o (t) ENDING SENTINEL GENERATOR 

( -A. ) ( ~ ) ( ~ ) ADD 
( ...L ) ( .!. ) ( ~ ) SUBTRACT 
( ...!. ) ( 8 ) ( C ) MULTIPLY 
( ~ ) ( _8_ ) ( C ) DIVIDE 
( ~ ) 0 0 0 ( 8 ) CHANGE SIGN 
( ~ ) ( J!. ) ( 8 ) RAISE TO A WHOLE POWER 
.< .J! ) (LOG10 A ) ( 8 ) RAISE TO A FRACT.POWER 
( -A.. ) 0 0 0 ( B ) SQUARE ROOT 
( i ) ( N ) ( B ) ROOT 
( A ) (LOG 10 8 ) ( C ) LOGARITHM -
( 2.Q.. ) ( n ) ( ~x ) SUM 
( g ) ( ~ ) ( T ) POLYNOMIAL SUM 
( L ) (0 0 0 ( 8 ) SINE 
( L ) 0 0 0 ( ~ ) COSINE 
( A' ) 0 0 0 ( 8 ) ARCTAN 

( 
~ 

) ( ~x ) ( Lx ) 

a 0 0 0 -(- '/; OPN II ) ADD TO A LIMIT 
0 0 0 0 ( = OPN II ) 

( -L ) ( -L ) a a 0 EQUALITY TEST 
0 0 0 0 ( = OPN II ) (ALGEBRAIC) 

( IAI )(,J!L ) 0 0 a EQUALITY TEST 
0 0 0 a ( = OPN j , ) (ABSOLUTE) 

( _A_ ) ( L ) 0 a 0 GREATER THAN TEST 
0 0 0 0 ( > OPN /I' ) (ALGEBRAIC) 

( J!L ) ( J!L ) 0 0 0 GREATER THAN TEST 
0 a 0 0 ( > OPN II ) (ABSOLUTE) 

0 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 UNCOND I TI aNAL 
0 0 0 a ( to OPN I/. ) TRANSFER 

( m ) a 0 a a 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ( ;e OPN II ) SENTINEL 

TEST 
0 0 0 0 ( = OPNII_ ) 

0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 a ( from OPN ~ ) OPERATION 
a 0 a a ( up to OPN II ) REPEATER 

0 0 0 a ( . go to OPN I/. ) 

( 
~ 

) ( 
~ 

) a 0 0 TYPE IN 
( m. ) ( mb ) a 0 0 PRINT OUT . 
( m. ) 0 ( n ) ( m~ ) LARGE OUTPUT EXPONENTIAL EDIT 
( ml ) (e) ( n ) ( m2 

) SMALL OUTPUT EXPONENTIAL EDIT 
( ml ) a ( n ) ( m2 ) LARGE OUTPUT CONVERS I ON & ED IT 
( tape nos. in order ) REW I NO TAPES AND STOI?·· 
M E N T tJ. tJ. tJ. tJ. tJ. SEGMENT 
tJ. C 0 0 I N G tJ. I::. END OF INFORMATION 

- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Figure 4 
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WHO ARE MANNING THE NEW COMPUTERS? 

John ,1. nreen 
Washington, n. C. 

Not long ago, a large utility comp any 
announced the completion of their study and 
progranuning effort preparatory to the installa
tion of a large electronic computer. In all, 
to analyze applications and to pre par e and 
debug programs, had required twenty man-years. 
Their experience has been duplicated by man y 
other organizations, and, while the de t ail s 
are slightly different, the story is the same 
-- a massive task requiring decades 0 f m a n
years succes'sfully completed. 

Where have they found the trained person
ne~ to do this? )John W. Carr, III, in "e 0 m
puters and Automation" of Nove m be r, 195 3, 
raised a similar question at a time when rel
ati vely few experienced persons were available. 
At that tilOO he estimated that from f i vet 0 

fifty operators and progranuners would have to 
be provided for each computer. During 1 9 55, 
about two hundred medium-sized and fifty large 
computer installations will have bee nco m
pleted. It follows, then, that in the shor t 
period of two years from three to four thous
and men and women have not only Ie arn e d the 
necessary skills but have put them to use with 
remarkable effect. 

The background and preparation of most of 
the members of this small army might see m 
surprising in view of frequently ex pre sse d 
opinions that mathematical or scie n t i f i c 
training would be needed for this type of work. 
Most of the companies which will use computers 
have repeatedly stated: "It is nruch easier to 
teach our personnel to program than to te ac h 
outside experienced programmers the detail s 
of our business." The value of a thoro ugh 
knowledge of a company r S procedures, g a i ned 
over a period of years, has generally far out
weighed the more specialized know Ie d'g e 0 f 
programmdng or computer operation which could 
be gained in a few months. Consequently, most 
of the personnel now planning the applications 
of data processing equipment in business are 
method's men, punched card specialists, account
ants and similar employees of the firmsllrter
ested. Many of them are "old dogs" learnin g 
new tricks. The utility company mention e d 
above formed a computer group of em ploy ee s 
with an average of twenty-four years servi c e 
in the company. 

The training of the company computer crew 
has been as direct, simple, and effective as 
their selection. They have attended courses 

conducted by the manufacturers in the operation 
and programming of computers, and have the n 
put their learning to work immediately on sel
ec ted company tasks. Generally, the bas i c 
training has been supplemented by adva n c e d 
instruction on the job as the an~lysis and pro
gramming of applications progressed. C los e 
liaison with manufacturers at all ph as e s 0 f 
the task until programs had been debugged and 
were ready for use has greatly expedi ted th e 
completion of the training. A great ef for t 
has been required, but the complications e n
countered have not been as formidable as might 
have been predicted two years ago. 

An obvious question arises: Is it, then, 
so easy? Will the computers simply be manne d 
by company men with little mathematic a lor 
scientific knowledge? Are methods experience 
and punched card know-how the principal p r e
requisites? Although the short-run answer is 
"yes", the long-run answer would seem to b e 
"no". To see why this is so, two important 
factors which have been operating m u's t b e 
noted. 

The first of these is economic. A s a 
rule, computers have been accepted as capital 
equipment which is expected to perform a task 
at a saving. Although in a few cases a small 
or medium-sized computer has been installed as 
an experiment merely to gain experience, i n 
general each job to be processed by a computer 
must be done more cheaply by the computerthm 
by the present method, and the savings must be 
demons trated by comparative figures. The bus i
ness applications selected for computers a re 
usually those which have been "mechanized" on 
punched cards, such as payroll, inventory con
trol, billing, and the like. The cos t s of 
electric accounting machine processing are well 
known, and provide a, good standard of measure
ment for management. Other applications which 
are either beyond the capacity of present ma
chines or which require new and a d van c e d 
techniques have been pos tponed, sin c e the 
standards of cost do not exist and s a vi n g s 
would not be easily demonstrated. 

The second factor is a direct consequence 
of the first. The obvious source of personnel 
to program these applications is the group to 
be responsible for their performance. Consid
ered in this light, the attitude of most firms 
toward recrui tment of personnel outs ide the 
firm is both understandable and log ic a 1. To 
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WHO"S WHO IN THE COMPUTER FIELD 

("upplement No. 2 to the Sccond Edition 
publisllcd June 1955, information as of Sept. 3, 19;)5) 

This is Supplement No. 2 to the second edition 
of "Who's Who in the Computer Field", publish e d 
in "The Computer Directory, 1955", the June 1955 
issue of "Computers and Automation", pp 6 to 102. 
Supplement No. 1 appeared in the June ~sue pp 148 
and 150. 

The purpose of this Who's Who is to give some 
information about every person who is interes ted 
in one phase or another of the computer fie 1 d. 
The source of the following information is corre
spondence or completed forms sent to us since the 
closing of "The Computer Directory". We inv i t e 
additions, updating, and revisions of any info r
mation which we publish. If your entry in "T h e 
Computer Directory" or here is incomplete, inaccu
rate, or missing, please send us information (see 
the Who's Who entry form which appears elsewhe re 
in this issue on the sheet "Roster Entry Forms"). 

Entries. A full entry consists of: name / 
title, organi~ation, address / interests (ilie cap
ital letter abbreviations are defined belo w) / 
year of birth, college or last school (background), 
year of entering the computer field, occupation, 
other information (distinctions, public a ti 0 n s , 
etc.) / code. In the code, the digit ~uch as 5) 
denotes the year ('55), when the information in the 
entry was received. In oases where no information 
was given, a "-" denotes omission. The entr y 0 f 
a person in the Who's Who does not depend in any 
way upon his subscribing to "Computers an d Au t 0-

mation" al though of course his subscripti 0 n i s 
welcome. 

Abbreviations. Since a great deal of infor
mation is to be presented, abbreviations have been 
extensively used. Nearly all these abbreviations 
can be easily guessed like those in a tele p h 0 n e 
book. The letters "A, B, C, D, E, L, M, P, S" 
stand for main interests "Applications, Business, 
Construction, Design, Electronics, Logic, Math e
matics, Programming, Sales" respectively. 

Allen, Jack H / Engrg Methods Mathrl, Temco Air
craft Corp, POBox 6191, Dallas, Texas / AMP / 
'23, St Mary's Univ, '52, mathn, paper on step

wise integration / 5r 
Allen, Wade / Physicist, The Upjohn Co, Kalama~oo, 

Mich / CD, incorporation of computers in scien
tific instruments / -, -, -, physicist I 5 

Alves, Walter L / Mngt Consultant, Arthur Young & 
Co, One N LaSalle St, Chicago, III / ABP / '09, 
Pace College, '54, mngmt surveys / 5 

Andersin, Hans E / Diplomingenier (Engr), Finnish 
Board for Comp Machinery, Abrahamink, 1-5, Hel
sinki, Finland / ACDLMP I '30, -, '54, engrg / 5 

Anderson, Walter L / Vice President, General Kin
etics Inc, 555 23rd St S, Arlington 2, Va/ASDEl 
'22, Univ of Minnesota, '46, elec engr I 5 
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Armer, Paul I Chief, Nurreric al Analys is Dept, Rand 
Corp, 1700 Main St, Santa Monica, Calif I ABMP / 
'24, UCLA, '47, mathn I 5r 

Arnold, Leslie B I Methods Res, Continental Casu
alty Co, 310 S Michigan, Chicago, III / AP I '34, 
Kendall College, '55, methods res I 5 

Arnott, Richard D I 'Chief, Payroll & Commiss ion 
Acct, Nation Wide Mutual Ins Co, 246 N Hi9h St, 
Columbus, Ohio / BP I '27, Miami Univ (Ohio), 
'50, accnt / 5 

Astrahan, Morton M I Devt Engr, IBM Engrg Lab, 
Poughkeepsie, N Y / ACDP / '24, Northwes t ern 
Univ, '49, desgn & constrn of dig comprs / 5 

Atchison, William Franklin / Res Assoc, Prof,Rich 
Elecnc Compr Ctr, Georgia Inst of Tech, Atlanta, 
Georgia I M / '18, Univ of Illinois, '52, matlm, 
co-author" "Analytic Geometry", "Sta t ist i cal 
Compn of Mean Dirrension of Macromolecules" / 5 

Bagley, Philip R I Staff Mem, Lincoln Lab, Mas s 
Inst of Tech, Box 73, Lexington 73, Mass / LP / 
'27, Mass Inst of Tech, '51, elec engr / 5 

Baker, AY I Vice President, Logistics Res Inc, 
. 141 S Pacific Ave, Redmond Beach, Calif I ABCD 

ELMPS I '21, Univ of Washington, '52, exec / 5 
Barnett, Charles W I Res Prgmr, Louisiana State 

Uni v, Baton Rouge, La I ALMP I '27, Louis ian a 
State Univ, '54, mathn I 5 

Barry, Daniel I Asst Actuary, New York Lif e Ins 
Co, 51 Madison Ave, Room 401, New York, N Y I 
ABMP I '09, Univ of Delaware, '51, actuary /5r 

Bauerle, P C I Assoc Engr, Sperry Gyroscope Co, 
Great Neck, N Y IDEM / '30, Poly tech Ins t 0 f 
Bklyn, '54, mech engr / 5 

Becker, WEI Elecncs Engr, Bureau of Ships, Dept 
of the Navy, Washington, D C I ACD I '25, Syra
cuse Univ, '54, elecnc engr I 5r 

Belcher, Wallace E Jr I Appln Engr, Brown Di v i
sion, Minneapolis-Honeywell Reg Co, Philadelphia 
44, Pa / ABLP, data reduction & tabulating / 
'15, Harvard College, '48, engr / 5 

Bellan, T M I Sprvsr, Dept of Appld Math, McDon
nell Aircraft Corp, BoJC

O 

516, St Louis 3, Mol 
AMP'/ '24, Carnegie Inst of Tech, '51, engr 15r 

Benj amin, Marcel Rene I Data Engr, American Opti
cal Co, Southbridge, Mass / A, systems operation/ 
'23, Clark Univ, '54, direct operations for com
puting section I 5 

Bennett, Carl A I Specialist, Operations Res, 
Hanford Atomic Products Operation,'Ge~l Elec 
Co, Richland, Wash I ABM / '21, Univ of Ptfuhigan, 
'52, statistician / 5 

Bennett, Jack R I Elecnc Proj Engr, USN Speci a 1 
Devices Ctr, Port Washington, N Y I AE, s i m u
lator applns / '17, So Dak State College, '50, 
proj engr I 5r 

Bens ky, Lowell S / Engrg Leader, RCA, Cam den, 
N J I AELP I '26, Mass Inst of Tech, '50, elec 
engr I 5r 

Berkowit~, David J I Communications Officer, Avi
ation Supply Office, 700 Robbins Ave, Philadel-
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phia, Pa / M / '31, Univ of Penn, 
officer / 5r 

'55, n a val Burks, Arthur W / Professor, Univ of Michigan, Ann 

Berry, Harvey H / Mathn, Crosley Div, Avco Mfg Co, 
Plant B, Cincinnati 15, Ohio / ACDELMP, hum a n 
engrg / '27, Univ of Cincinnati, '52, mathn /5r 

Betten, Henry / Head, Aerophysics Lab, Lear Inc, 
110 Ioni a Ave, Grand Rapids, Mich / -, a n a log 
simulation / '29, Univ of Michigan, '53, engrg 
/ 5r 

Bilo, Stephen J / Technologist, Fairchild Aircraft 
Div, Hagerstown, Md / MP / '25, Penq State Univ, 
'51, engr / 5 

Blair, B Franklin / Assoc Actuary, Provident Mutual 
Life Ins Co, Philadelphia 1, Pa / B / '08, Hav
erford College, Princeton Univ, '47, actuary /5 

Blue, ~ohn A / Head, Operating Sec, Naval Ordnance 
Res Calculator, Naval Prvng Grd, Dahlgren, Va / 
ALP / '18, Univ of Florida, '46, op era t ion s 
sprvsr / 5 

Booth, Andrew D / Director, Birkbeck College Com
putational Lab, 21 Torrington Sq, London W C 1, 
England / ACDELMP / ' 18, Univ of London, ' 4 0 , 
mathl physicist, author 5 books, over 75 pap~/ 
5 

Boyd, Sam S / Tab Operator, Compg & AnalysiS, Gen
eral Elec Co, Bldg 713, 700 Area, Rfuhland, Wash/ 
B / '27, Western Kentucky State, '52, IB M tab 
operator / 5 

Brad, Burton / Production Specialist, General Elec 
Mfg Services, 570 Lexington Ave, New York, N Y / 
ABP / '28, Rensselaer Poly tech Inst, '53, systems 
analysis & desgn / 5 

Bradford, Robert J / Salesman, IBM Corp, 503 S Main 
St, San Antonio, Texas / ABPS / '17, Un i v 0 f 
Maryland, '53, salesman / 5 

Brimhall, David J / Analys t-Commercial Met hod s, 
Procedures & Compg Sec, General Elec Co, 7 1 3 
Bldg, Richland, Wash / AB / '12, Brigham Youn g 
Univ, '52, analyst / 5 

Brooks, Jack E / Asst Chief Dynamics Engr, Republic 
Aviation Corp, Farmingdale, N Y / AMP / '24, Ox
fordUniv (Rhodes Scholar), '51, engr, mathn, 
physicist / 5 

Brown, A Clewis / Elecnc Engr, A C Niels e nCo, 
807 Howard St, Evanston, III / ABCDE / '2 6 
Northwestern Univ, '51, engrg / 5 

Brown, David R / Staff Mem, Lincoln Lab, Mass Inst 
of Tech, Box 73, Lexington, Mass / D / '23, Univ 
of Calif, '46, engr / 5 

Brown, Henry Rhodes Jr / Compr Grp Ldr, North Amer
ican Aviation, 12214 Lakewood Ave, Dclvney, Calif / 
CDE / '21, Mass Inst of Tech, '42, compr devt/ 
5r 

Brown, Richard M / Res Asst Prof, Control Sys Lab, 
Univ of Illinois, Urbana, III / ADELP /'24,Har
Yard, '52, physicist / 5 

Buchanan, Charles W / Procedur~s Analyst, Proced
ures &Compg Sec, Financial Dept, General Elec 
Co / AL / '16, GE School of Nuclear Engrg, '55, 
analyst / 5 

Bullock, J W / London Life Ins, London, Ontario, 
Canada 

Burkart, E H Jr / Res Engr, Uni v of Calif, - / - / 
-,-,-, engr /5 

Burke, Robert C / Operations Analyst, Operatio ns 
Res Study, General Elec Co, Richland, Was h / 
ALM / '23, Oklahoma A&M, '55, industrial engr /5 

Burkhart, Paul H / Elec Engr, US Naval Prvng Grd, 
Dahlgren, Va / DEL / '96, Univ of Illinois, '55, 
elec engr / 5 
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Arbor, Mich / L / '15, Univ of Michigan, '43, 
teaching, res, publns on logic of comprs / 5 

Campbell, D F Jr / Consulting Actuary, Self Em
ployed, 188 W Randolph St, Chicago, III / B / 
'06, Harvard Univ, -, actuary & acctnt / 5 

Carr, Thomas J / Engr, American Bosch Arma Corp, 
Roosevelt Field, Garden City, NY / ADP / '26, 
Bucknell Univ, '49, elec engr, joint patent on 
analog compr / 5 

Casey, Joseph Kenneth / Stress Applns Specialist, 
Aircraft Gas Turbine Div, General Elec Co,Even
dale, Ohio / AMP / '25, Brown Univ, '53, app 1 d 
math / 5 

Chambers, William A / Student, Purdue Univ, Wes t 
Lafayette, Ind / DELMP / '33, Valparaiso Tech 1 
Inst, '53, student / 5t 

Chapline, J D Jr / 624 W Upsal St, Phila 19, Pa 
Charnes, A / Prof of Math, Dir Mngmt· Science Res 

Grp, Purdue Univ, West Lafayette, In d ian a / 
ABELP, mngmt science res / '17, Univ of Illinois, 
'44, teaching, editor "Management Science / 5 

Charp, Solomon / Sr Staff Engr, The Franklin~t, 
Philadelphia 3, Pa / ADE / '20, Univ of Pe n n , 
'44, elec engr / 5r 

Chiappinelli, Bruno A / Sales Engr, Electro Da t a 
Corp, N Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif / 
ABEPS, market res / '25, UCLA, '49, elecnc compr 
sales engr, publn, program dir Los Angeles chap
ter NMAA 

Chinitz, Manuel Paul / Dir of Training, ComprDept, 
Remington Rand, 315 4th Ave, New York 10, N Y / 
ABDLMPS / '24, Univ of Iowa, '49, mathn / 5r 

Chow, W T / Asst Dept Head, American Bosch Arm a 
Corp, Garden Ci ty, N Y / ADELMP / '19, Mass Ins t 
of Tech, '42, engr / 5 

Chung, James H / Mathn, Computation Ctr, Univ of 
Toronto, Toronto, Ont, Canada / ABMP / '24 , 
Univ of Toronto, '50, mathn / 5r 

Clark, John R / Assoc Prof of Elec Engr, Stat~ti
cal Lab, Purdue Univ, Lafayette, Ind / DEL / 
'18, Ohio State Univ, '53, engr-teacher / 5 

Clarke, K C / 300 Riverside Dr, New York 25, N Y 
Clark, W R / Chief, Electro-Mechanical Div, Leeds 

& Northrup Co, 4901 Stenton Ave, Philadelp h i a 
44, Pa / DE / '07, Univ of Penn, '50, elecnc in
struments, numerous publns 

Clark, Wesley A / Staff Mem, Lincoln Lab, Mas s 
Inst of Tech, Lexington 73, Mass / ADLP / '27, 
Univ of Calif, '51, log desgn, publns on self
organizing systems / 5 

Cohan, Eric R / Consultant, Peat, Marwick,Miuncll 
& Co, 70 Pine St, New York, N Y / AB / '11, NYU, 
'54, acctnt / 5 

Cohn, Marius / Mathn, ERA Div, Remington Ran d, 
1902 W Minnehaha Ave, St Paul, Minn / ALMP / 
'19, Univ of Illinois, '51, mathn, physicist / 
5r 

Collins, James T / Asst Res Engr, Rich E 1 e c n c 
Compr Ctr, Georgia Inst of Tech, Atlanta, Ga / 
CDEL / '19, Georgia Tech, '51, elec engr / 5r 

Conner, Lt Mary Louise / Progranuning Off ice r , 
Aviation Supply Office, US Navy, 700 Rob bin s 
Ave, Philadelphia, Pa / AP / -, W Virginia Univ, 
'54, naval officer / 5 

Conway, Benj amin / Sr Sys Specialist, Price Water
house & Co, 56 Pine St, New York 5, N Y / ABMP/ 
'22, Univ of London, '52, sys analyst / 5r 

Cook, Gilbert V 0 / Sr Engr, Epsco Inc, 588 Com-
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monwealth Ave, Boston 15, Mass I ADEL I '30, Faass, Donald L I Physicist, Shell Devt Co, Hous-
Mass Inst of Tech, '51, elec engr I 5r ton, Texas I CDEL I '29, Univ of Houston, '54, 

Coolidge, Charles A Jr I Dir of Sys Engrg, Eps c 0 j r physicist I 5r 
Inc, 588 Commonwealth Ave, Boston, Mass I DI '23, Fairthorne, R A I -, Royal Aircraft Establishment, 
Harvard, '46, - I 5 South Farnborough, Hampshire, England I ALM I 

Cotton, ArthUr F R I Sr Associate, Engrg & Mng m t '04, -, '38, mathl techn, publns on aerodynamics, 
Consultants, 2480 16th St NW, Washington, D C I compg, info theory, etc I 5 
ABDE, flight simulation I -, Cambridge (England), Filsinger, Jim V I Tab Operator, Compg & Analysis, 
-, consultant, numerous patents, inventions, de- Bldg 713, 700 Area, Richland, Wash I B / '26, 
signs in military & other devices / 5 Univ of Washington / -, 'IBM Tab operator / 5 

Coughran, ~dward H / Branch Mgr, IBM Corp, 231 Sy- Finnigan, Dennis M I Systems Analyst, Stanford Res 
mons St, Richland, Wash / ABLMPS I '28, Pomona Inst, Menlo Park, CaUf / ABP / '28, Stanfor d 
College, '52, - I 5 Univ, '54, appld res / 5 

Crowley, J R / Mqr, Sys & Procedures, Hotpoint Co, Fisher, D M / 363 Maple Ave, Gloucester, N J 
5600 N Taylor, - I AB I '19, Northwestern, -, - Fitzgerald, Thomas J / Sec Head, Compr Circuitr y 
/5 Sec, Eckert-Mauchly Di v, Remington Rand Inc , 

Crumb, Carl B Jr / Asst Chief Engr, Tally Register 2300 W Allegheny Ave, Philadelphia 29, Pal CDE / 
Corp, 5300 14th Ave NW, Seattle 7, Wash I ACDLP I '21, Mass Inst of Tech, '50, engr I 5 
'19, Columbia Univ, '48, engr, paper in "Mec h Fogarty, John D / Sr Engr, Eckert-Mauchly Div,Rem-
Engrg" / 5t ington Rand Inc, 2300 Allegheny Ave, Philadelphia 

Culbertson, James T / Intermediate Instrctr, Math 29, Pa / CDE I '28, Mass Inst of Tech, '54, elec 
Dept, CaUf State Poly tech College, San Lui s engr, publr "TVI Generator" I 5r 
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College, -, sales mgmt I 5t 

Stanko, Edward I Mgr Engrg Services, RCA Se rv ice 
Co Inc, Camden, N J I ABCDELMPS, service, in
stallation I '01, College of So Jersey, '52, - I 
5r 

Steele, T Corwin / Secy-Comptroller, Royal-Liver
pool Ins Grp, 150 William St, New York 38, NY I 
ABEP I '06, NYU, '52, insurance I 5t 

Stein, Edward S I Consulting Engr to Elecnc Sys, 
Bureau of the Census, U S Govt, Washington, Dcl 
ABCDELP I '26, Univ of Penn, '51, con tr act 
engr I 5t 

Stewart, John B I Instructor, Mass Inst of Tech, 
Cambridge 39, Mass lABS, applns of analogs to 
problems of business admn I '28, Harvard Univ, 
'52, teaching & res I 5r 

Stewart, John E I Sr Planning Officer, Intern a 1 
Revenue Service, Washington 25, D C / B I '18, 
Bowdoin, '50, sys & methods I 5r 

Stieber, Alexander I Head, Air Defense Sec, Sys 
Res Dept, Cornell Aeronautical Lab Inc, 1455 
Genessee St, Buffalo 21, N Y I AP I '22, H a r
vard Univ, '50, physicist I 5 

Sturiale, Philip J I Mem of Techl Staff, Bell 
Telephone Labs, 463 West St, New York 14, N YI 
BDLP I '30, Lehigh Univ, '54, sys engr I 5 

Sweeney, Joseph P I Engrg Sprvsr, North American 
Aviation Inc, 12214 Lakewood Blvd, Davney, Calif I 
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ADELM / '23, Eastern New Mexico 
navigator systems / 5r 

Univ, '52, auocr Wright, Kendall R / Sprvsr, Procedural Analysis, 

Sydnor, Alvin G / Elecnc Techn, Burroughs Res Ctr, 
Paoli, Pa / DE / '29, Temple Univ, '53, re s, 
publns / 5 

Talambiras, Robert P / Proj Engr, Epsco Inc, 588 
Commonweal th Ave, Boston, Mass / CDE / ~8, MaS) 
Inst of Tech, '50, elec engrg / 5r 

Taphorn, Joseph B / Patent Atty, IBM Corp, 590 
Madison Ave, New York 22, N.Y / -, patents / 
'21 , Geo Washington Univ, '54, patent atty / 5 

'Thimsen, Calvin D / Numerical Analyst, GelEml E:ec 
Co, Richland, Wash / MP / '24, Univ of Wash,~, 
702 prgmr / 5 

Thompson, Charles E / Numerical Analyst, General 
Elec Co, Richland, Wash / ALMP, automatic ~ 
/ '28, Univ of Wash, '51, numerical analyst, 
publ on prgmg sys for EDPM 702 / 5 

Thompson, Philip M / Specialist, Operations Res, 
General Elec Co, Richland, Wash / ABDEL / '16, 
Univ of Utah, '48, operations res / 5 

Thornley, Robert B / Product Analyst, Burro ugh s 
Corp Res Ctr, Paoli, Pa / AB / '15, Univ 0 f 
Michigan, C.C.N.Y., '48, engr / 5 

. 
Vanderhoof, C K / Methods Analyst, Prudential Ins 

Co, Newark, N J / ASLP / '16, Univ of F1 orida, 
'53, sprvg ins applns of IBM 702-705 / 

VanVelzer, Vincent C / Res Analyst, Northrop Air
craft Inc, Hawthorne, Calif / DEL / '21, Univ 
of So Calif, '53, compr devt / 5 

Wakeford, William F / EDPM Special Repr, IBM Corp, 
590 Madison Ave, New York 22, N Y / ASPS / '19, 
Univ of Toronto, '52, EDPM spec repr / 5r 

Walker, John H Jr / Head, Prgmg & Coding Branch, 
U S Naval Prvng Grd, Dahlgren, Va / P / '23 , 
Trinity, '50, prgmg / 5 

Ward, James M / Numerical Analyst, Numerical Anal
ysis Unit, General Elec Co, 713 Bldg, 700 Area, 
Richland, Wash / AMP / '27, Utah State, Univof 
Wash, '51, mathn / 5 

Wasserman, Reuben / Grad Res Asstnt, Willow Run 
Lab, Yps il an ti, Mich / ACDE / '29, Uni v of Mich
igan, '53, elec engr / 5t 

Welchman, W Gordon / Head, Compg Res Grp, Co m pr 
Dept, Ferranti, Ltd, 21 Portland PI, London WI, 
England / ABDLMP / "06, Cambridge Univ, 48, -, 
o B E / 5t 

Whisler, Bertram F / Mathn, U S Naval Prvng Grd, 
Dahlgren, Va / ALMP / '27, Iowa State, '52, 
mathn / 5 

Whitcomb, Don H / Tab Operator, Compg & Analysis 
Unit, General Elec Co, Richland, Wash / AMP / 
'28, -, '52, IBM tab operator / 5 

Whi te, Ens Robert F Jr / Asst Officer in Ch a rge, 
EDPM Study Grp, Naval General Stores S upp ly 
Office, 700 Robbins Ave, Philadelphia, Pa / AP, 
inventory control applns / '30, Northwestern 
Univ, '54 9 naval officer / 5r 

Williams, John H Jr / Elecnc Engr, Melpar Inc, l3ll 
S Fern St, Arlington, Va / LM / '29, Wi 1 son 
Teachers College, '54, systems engr / 5r 

Williamson, Robert J / Training Sprvsr, E 1 e c tro
Data Corp, 460 Sierra Madre Villa, Pa sad ~ n a1 

Calif / -, training / '18, Purdue, '54, sprvsr 
/ 5r 

Willman, Elmer S / Maintenance Electrician, Intrl 
Paper Co, Palmer, N Y / '04, - - electrician 
/ 5 
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Gene ral Elec Co, Richland, Wash / ABP, inte
grated data processing / '20, Univ of Alabama, 
'42, - / 5 

Wright, Norman E / Numerical Analyst, General Elec 
Co, Richland, Wash / M P / '25, Brigham Young 
Univ, '51, 702 prgmg analyst / 5 

Wymore, A Wayne / Proj Sprvsr, Numerical Analysis 
Lab, Univ of Wisconsin, Madison, Wise / ABMP / 
'27, Iowa State College, Univ of Wisconsin, mathn/ 
5r 

Ziffer, Arthur / Mathn, Naval Prvng Grd, Dahlgren, 
Va / AMP / '31, Indiana Univ, '55, student / 5 

Zipf, A R / Asst Vice President, Bank of America 
NT & SA, 300 Montgomery St, San Francisco, caDIT 
/ '17, UCLA, '53, asst vice pres / 5 

Anderson, J T / Prod Engr, Ferroxcube Corp, . Sa u
gerties, N Y 

Kenosian, Harry / Devt Engr, Burroughs Corp Res 
Ctr, Paoli, Pa / CDE / '20, Mass Inst of Tech, 
'47, engr / 5t 

Trombley, Louis C / Elecnc Res, J L Hud son Co, 
1201 Woodward, Detroit 26, Mass / ASP / '15, 
Elecncs Inst Inc, '52, - / 5 

- END -

*---------------------*--------------------*. 

CORRECTIONS 

In the August issue, on the front cover, 
the name of the author of the third a r ti cle 
should be corrected to read "Ned Chapin". The 
title of the fourth article should be correct
ed to read "Charting on Automatic Data Process
ing Systems." On page 21, at the bottom of the 
right hand column, the following should appear 
"continued on page 27". 

On page 19 in the left hand column in the 
middle, the sentence rea ding "Finding better 
ways •••• in the office" should read: 

"Finding better ways of combining labor, 
supplies, and equipment is often known as 
industrial engineering when applied to 
work in the shop and as systems analysis 
when applied to work in the office." 



. 1"11) ARE MA.NNING 'IliE NEW COMPUTERS? 
(continued from page 2R) • 

the outsider the procedures and controls in common 
use seam to constitute a tangled maze leading to con
fusion rather than a rational solution to aproblem. 
The old-time~ in the company however threads hi s 
way through them with an understanding, respect, 
and ease born of long familiarity. 

The success of this approach has highlighted 
an important and sometimes neglected point: the 
computer is an instrument. Its operation can be 
taught, up to a point, just as can that of the slide 
rule. Like its older brother it can be use d by 
businessmen to compute simple percentages or byen
gineers to solve complex problems. But the com
plexity of the problem and the sophistication of 
the method are outside the instrument, andthe sol
ution reflects this fact more than it does the qual
ities of the instrument itself. 

As the instrument becomes known and confidE!lce 
is gained in its operation, the user relies on it 
to aid in more difficult work. This, undoubtedly, 
will be the case with computers. It is ago 0 d 
thing that for the present the applications are 
familiar and simple. Their successful processing 
will provide valua~le experience, build up confi
dence in computers, and dispose businessmen to in
vestigate their use in new management techniques 
which seek mathematical solutions to businessprob
lems. When this point has been reached, a new and 
very different situation will arise. The approach 
which has proved successful to date will not be 
abandoned, because present methods will be with us 
in relatively unchanged form for a long tim e to 
come. 'But a new type of "mathematical methods 
man," familiar wi th advanced mathema.tics, will also 
be needed. 

In this second phase, the universities will 
of necessity have to play a greater part. Th e y 
will have to supply the bright young graduates in 
mathematical economics, or "retread" methods men 
of today with courses in linear programming, game 
theory, operations research, -and the like. To do 
this, the universities will need to clear the i r 
students' minds of a possible misunderstanding 
that a course or series of courses in computer pro
granuning or operation alone will' fi t them for this 
future. It has become increasingly evident that a 
basic command of mathematics must be coupled with 
a knowledge of ~he economics of the firm. 

- END -

*----------- * ---------

BULK SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
These.rates apply to subscriptions coming in 
'~ogether di~ec~ to the publisher. For example, 
'If 5 subscrIptIons come in together the sav
ing on each one-year subscription will be 25 
percent,.and on each two-year subscriptionwill 
be 33 percent. The bul k subscription rate s , 
depending on the number -of simul taneous sub -
scriptions received, follow: 

* 
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Table 1 -- Bulk Subscription Rates 
(Uni ted States) 

Number of 
Simultaneous 
Subscriptions 

10 or more 
5 to 9 

4 
3 
2 

Rate for Each Subscription;and 
Resulting Saving to Subscriber. 

One Year Two Year 

$3.00, 33% 
3.3t3, 25 
3.75, 17 
4.00, 11 
4.25, 5 

$5.40, 400/0 
6.00, 33 
7.00, 22 
7.50, 17 
8.00, 11 

For Canada, add 50 cents for each year; out
s ide of the Uni ted States and Canada, add $1.00 
for e:1ch.y~?r. 

We are interested in articles, papers and 
fiction relating to computers and aut~mation. 
To be considered for any particular issue the 
manuscript should be in our hands by the fifth 
of,the preceding month. 

Articles. We desire to publish articles that 
are ~actual, useful, understandable, and inte
restIng to many kinds of people engaged in one 
part or another of the field of computers and 
automation. In this audience are many people 
w~o have expert knowledge of some part of the 
fIeld, but who are laymen in other parts of it. 
Consequently a writer should seek to explain 
his subject, and show its context and signifi
cance. He should define unfamiliar terms or 
u~e them i'n a way that makes their meaning un
mIstakable. He should identify unfamiliar per
sons. wi th a few. words. He should use examples, 
detaIls, comparIsons v analogies, etc.,whenever 
they may help readers to understand a difficult 
point. He should give data supporting his ar
gument and evidence for his assertions. We 
look particularly for articles that explore 
ideas in the field of computers and automation 
and their applications and implications. An' 
article may certainly be controversial if the 
subject is discussed reasonably. Ordinarily 
the length should be 1~0 to 4000 words, a~d 
payment will be, generally, $10 to $40 on pub
lication. A suggestion for an article should 
be submitted to us before too much work is done 

Te~hnical Papers. . Many of the foregoing r e-. 
qUlrements for artIcles do not necessarily ap
ply to technical papers. Undefined technical 
terms, unfamiliar assumptions mathematics 
ci~cuit diag~ams! etc., may b~ entirely appro
prlat~. ~OPICS Inte~~sting probably to only a 
few people are acceptable. Payments will be 
made for papers, generally $5 to $20 on publi
cation, depending on length, etc. 

Fiction. We desire to print or reprint fiction 
. t'v'~ich explores scientific ideas and possibil
ItIes about computing machinery, robots, cy
ber~etics, automation, etc., and their impli
catIons, and which at the same time is a good 
story. Ordinarily, the length should be 1000 
to 4000 words, and payment will be, generally 
$10 to $40 on publication if not previously , 
published, and half that if previously publis~ 
ed .• 
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Checked against similar types 
Sylvania's Power Transistor consist
ently provides higher current gains. 
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Sylvania NPN Power 

Transistor 2N95 Exhibits 

Shown 
more than 
twice the 

actual size 

Operated at 1.d amp emitter-cur
rent, the Sylvania 2N95 Transistor 
typically provides a current gain of 
17 ... 3 Y2 times that of comparable 
types A and B. Even at 1.5 amp 
emitter current the 2N95 typically 
exhibits a high gain of 13 ... in fact, 
as the curve shows, the Sylvania 
2N95 provides the highest gain over 
the widest range of operating current 
conditions. 

In addition, Sylvania's 2N95 com-

bines all the important features you . 
want in a power transistor, whatever 
your applic~tion. If, for example, 
yours is a switching application, the 
2N95 offers high gain at high currents. 

Designed for low thermal resist
ance, the Sylvania 2N95 Transistor 
provides dissipation up to 2 Y2 watts 
without an externaJ heat sink and up 
to 4 or more watts with a suitable 
heat sink. This insures stable opera
tion in high ambient temperatures . 

You compare 
Check the Sylvania 2N95 against 
similar Transistor types yourself
for current gain as well as all of these 
important power Transistor features. 

Does the Sylvania 
2N95 offer- answer 

1. lower cost yes ..J 
2. low input impedance yes ..J 
3. low thermal resistance yes ..J 
4. high current switching yes ..J 
5. high current gain yes ..J 
6. mounting for air cool 

or heat sink yes ..J 
7. hermetic seal yes ..J 
A smaller version for heat sink mount
ing, the Sylvania 2N102 is also avail
able with the above features. 

.------------II another reason why it pays , • Check your application for comp~te data on other 

I Sylvania Transistors 
to specify Sylvania" 0 High gain, low frequency 0 High power, low frequency 

Types 2N34 and 2N35 Types 2N95 and 2N68 
® I 0 High frequency Types 2N101 and 2N102 

~ SYLV ANM I ~:~;~t::,n:7::::.dW.Y' New York 19, N.Y. 

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. I I Company 

Addre~i ______________________________________ ___ 
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y. 

/r, Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd. 
University Tower Building, Montreal 

LIGHTING • RADIO • ELECTRONICS • TELEVISION • ATOMIC ENERGY 
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2 ENGINEERS 
ME or EE 

COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT 
Excellent opportunity to join an ex
panding, stable company, with an 
outstanding position in the precision 
electronic' control industry. . 
Opening now available for an en
gineer able to assume responsibility 
for the d eve lop men t of complete 
systems for fire control and guid
ance, or major portions of such sys
tems. Work will include research and 
development in the field of complex 
analog or digital computers. 
A degree in electrical or mechanical 
engineering is required or the equi
valent in experience. 

SYSTEMS STUDIES 
Enjoy full use Of" your skill and 
imagination and friendly professional 
give-and-take with top men in the 
field of electro-mechanical 'precision 
equipment. 
You will perform studies related to 
airborne weapons control and guid
ance systems with the object of de
termining requirements, feasibility, 
performance and specifications of 
computers and overall systems. 
A degree in physics, ME or EE - or 
the equivalent in experience - is 
required. Must be able to handle 
problems in such diversified fields 
as digital computers, digital data 
transmission systems, logic counting 
and conversion circuits, high-preci
sion gyro and gimbal structures, 
dynamic behavior of missiles, align
ment of inertial platforms for guid
ance systems and fight evaluation of 
guidance systems and instrumenta
tion. Send resume in confidence to 

Technical Personnel Dept. 2.500 

ARMA 
Division American Bosch Arma Corp. 

Roosevelt Field, Garden City 

Long Island, N. Y. 

FORUM 

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING FORUM, NEW YORK 

W. K. Tarrant, New York, N. Y. 

The educational forum of the New York C11ap
ter of the National Association of Cost Acccunt
ants for the 1955-56 season will be on "Auto -
matic Data Processing". The course will con
sist of discussions on the latest processin g 
techniques that are designed to solve modern 
business management problems in tabulating and 
compiling statistical data. The sessions will 
extend over a period of 8 months. 

The series will comprise discourses on in
tegrated data processing, binary systems, digi
tal computers, storing devices, electronic equip
ment, automatic computers, tabulators, tape re
corders, flexowri ters, perforators, transmission 
devices, and other modern business maclUn~ The 
plans include floor demonstrations of furroughs, 
Remington-Rand, and International Business Ma
chines equipment which will process actual bum
ness transactions from paper work to final re
port. Lectures will be by experts from some of 
the major equipment, management, and consulting 
firms and will include prominent specialists in 
the field of automation. 

The forum will be open to both members and 
non-members of the New York Chapter, NACA. In
quiries should be directed to Willard K. 1arran~ 
J. K. Lasser & Co., 1440 Broadway, N.Y., who is 
Director of Education of the New York Chapter, 
National Association of Cost Accountants (the 
chapter's address is 215 Fourth Ave., New ~orW. 

FORUM 

TI1E ADDRESS OF MAPI 

From four of our subscribers: 

Will you kindly tell us the address of the. 
Machinery and Allied Products Institute,referred 
to. in the article by Ned Chapin in the Aug u s t 
issue, "Justifying the Use of an Automatic Com
puter"? 

The address of the Machinery and Allie d 
Products Institute (MAP I) is 120 South LaSalle 
St., Chicago, Ill., - State 2-6766. 
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MONROBOT COMPONENTS 
Researched and Developed 

A bank of Monrobot Ring-type Heads 
on adiustable mounting 

for the Electronics Field; 

Monroe, for many years a leader in the design and 
production of desk calculators, is devoting its experi

ence and research fa ci Ii ties to developing not only 
digital electronic computers but also component parts 

that are unique for their originality of design and 
numerous advantages_ 

The components, illustrated here, are Monrobot Ring
type Read/Record Heads and an adjustable fixture for 

magnetic drum memory systems. 

Monrobot Read/Record Head assemblies have a place 
in any magnetic storage or arithmetic drum system. 

Their advantages are many. They are small and com
pact. Their mounting design permits accurate place

ment with a minimum of costly machining. When 
assembled and mounted they permit fine, accurate ad

justments both parallel and perpendicular to the drum. 
They are ruggedly built to last. In their pre-engineered, 

precision mounting they cost less than similar un
mounted head stacks; also replacement of a single head 

is easily mad~. 

Monrobot components of this kind offer the user of elec
tronic equipment many worthwhile benefits. There's a 

lot to the Monrobot component story that's worth in
vestigating. Inquiries are invited. 

~ 
~ROBOT 

MONROE CALCULATING MACHINE COMPANY 
MONROBOT LABORATORY 

MORRIS PLAINS NEW JERSEY 
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Monrobot Ring-type Head
small, compact 
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/ 

Forum: 

CO~PUTER APPLICATIONS 

Bill Danch 
Munich, Germany 

f • 

" -- Mr. Turing, -- You're a computer man from way back and your research budget is 
$1,000,000 a year. In the next 6 months, make me a machine to read those reports 

and tell me what I want to know from them!" 
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ENGINEERS 

/ 
Creative 

Opportunities 
vvith 

.I 

/1' Republic 

Dynamic:s Engineer 

A broad program involving analytical and 
experimental investigations of the complex 
dynamics problems associated with super
sonic aircraft offers a real opportunity for 
young engineers with ability. You 'will gain 
invaluable experience under competent supel'
vision to develop a professional background 
in such areas as servo-mechanisms, analogup 
computers, control system dynamics, non
linear mechanics and· hydraulic system anal
ysis. A program of laboratory investigations 
on actual systems in conjunctiou with ana
lytical work, as well as a coordinated lecture 
program, offers an outstanding environment 
for rapid professional development. A degree 
in ME, AE or Physics with good Math back
ground is preferred. 

Research 

Computer Engineer 

To supervise maintenance and to design spe
cial circuitry for computers. Experience with 
either analogue or digital computers required. 
College graduate preferred. 

NOTE THESE REPUBLIC BENEFITS 
You'll enJoy a top salary scale, and important personal benefits: 
life, health and accident insurance up to $20,000, company·paid, 
plus hospltal·surgical benefits for the whole family; and 2/3 of 
the cost of collegiate and graduate study. NEW ALL·EXPENSE. 
PAID RELOCATION PLAN, for those living outsIde the New 
York CIty and Long Island area, relieves you of all financial 
worrie~. The company pays interview expenses for qua!Jfied can. 
didates ; actual and reasonable costs of insured movIng of house· 
hold and personal eftects, and where necessary, free storage lip 
to 30 days. Also $10 per diem up to 30 days, whIle getting 
settled. And of course you'll live and work on fabulous Long 
Island, playground of the east, coast. . 

Please address complete resume, 
outlining details of 
your technical background, to: 

Assistant Chief Engineer 
Administration 

Mr. R." L. Bortner 

IIEP6I6ILIC Ali/IAITIO/&/ 
FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 
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Scientists 
and 

Their 
Children 

SOME OF THE YOUNC FELLOWS &n our 
staff have been analyzing our files of 
personal data regarding scientists 
and engineers here at Hughes. What 
group characteristics would be 
found? 

With additional facts cheerfully 
contributed by their colleagues they 
have come up with a score of rela· 
tionehips-some amusing, some quite 
surprising. We shall chart the most in· 
teresting results for you in this series. 

Results may be to some extent 
atypical due to California locale. Yet 
we would surmise that they are fairly 

,representative. Some may well lead to 
soul.searching: "How am I doing in 
my chosen field? In my projected 
career, am I near the point of opti
mum advancement, or am I just some
where along the way?" If the time 
should come when a move is indi
cated in your case, we hope you will 
give serious consideration to joining 
the exceptional group at Hughes. 

IN OVR LABORATORIES here at Hughes, 
more than half of the engineers and 
scientists have had one or more years 
of graduate work, one in four has his 
Master's, one in 15 his Doctor's. The 
professional level is being stepped up 
continually to insure our future 
success in commercial as well as mili· 
tary work. 

Scientific Staff Relations 

Data obtained from 
I 20% random sample 
of the 2.200 profeSSional 
enetneers and SCientists 
of Hughes Research and 
Development Lab,oratorlts 

Security considerations have largely 
obscured Hughes' pre· eminence as a 
developer and manufacturer of air: 
borne electronic systems. Hughes is 
now largest in the field. The Hughes 
research program is of wide variety 
and scope. It affords exceptional free· 
dom as weI! as exceptional facilities. 
Indeed, it would be hard to find a 
more exciting and rewarding human 
climate for a career in science. 

Our program includes military proj· 
ects in ground and airborne electron· 
ics, guided missiles, automatic con
trol, synthetic intelligence and pre· 
cision mechanical engineering. Proj· 
ects of broader commercial and scien· 
tific interest include research in semi
conductors, electron tubes, digital and 
analog computation, data handling, 
navigation, production automation. 

RIGHT NOW we have positions for 
people familiar with transistor and 
digital computer techniques. Digital 
computers similar to the successful 
Hughes airborne fire control 
computers are being applied by the 
Ground Systems Department 
to the information processing and 
computing functions of the large 
ground radar weapons control 
systems. Engineers and physicists 
with experience in these fields, 
or with exceptional ability, are invited 
to send us their qualifications. 

Hughes 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

LABORATORIES 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, Calif. 

L ___________________________________________________ _ 



ROSTER ENTRY FORMS 

"Comouters and Automation" publishes from time 
to time reference information of the followin g 
three types: (1) a who's who or roster of fudivid
uals interested in the computer field; (2) a roster 
of organizations active in the computer field; and 
(3) a classified directory or roster of product s 
and services offered in the computer field. The 
last cumulative roster appeared in "The Compute r 
Directory, 1955", the June 1955 issue of "Computers 
and Automation." If you are interested in sending 
information to us for these rosters and their sup
plements, following is the form of entry for each 
of these three rosters. To avoid tearing the mag
azine, the form may be copied on any sheet of paper; 
or upon request we will send you forms for entries. 

(1) Who's Who Entry Form 

l. Name (please print) 

2. Your Address? 

3. Your Organization? 

4. Its Address? 

5. Your Title? 

6. YOUR MAIN COMPUTER INTERESTS? 

( ) Applications ( ) Mathematics 
( ) Business (" ) Programming 
( ) Construction ( ) Sales 
( ) Design ( ) Other (specify): 

,( ) Electronics 
( ) Logic 

7. Year of birth? 

8. College or last school? ________ _ 

9. Year entered the computer field? ____ _ 

10. Occupation? ______________ _ 

11. Anything else? (publications, distinctions, 

etc .) 
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(2) Organization Entry Form 

1. Your organization's name? ________ _ 

2. Address? _______________ _ 

3. Telephone number? ___________ _ 

4. Types of computing machinery or components, 
or computer-field products and services that 
you are interested in? 

5. Types of activity that you engage .in: 
( ) research ( ) other (please explain) : 
( ) manufacturing 
( ) selling 
( ) consulting 

6. Approximate number of your employees? __ _ 

7. Year when you were established? _____ _ 

8. Any comments? _'~ ___________ _ 

Filled in by _______________ _ 

Ti tie Date _____ _ 

* * ---------
(3) Product Entry Form 

1. Name or identification of produ.ct (or service)? 

2. Brief description (20 to 40 words)? ___ _ 

3. How is it used? c..t ___________ _ 

4. What is the price range? ________ _ 

5. Under what headings should it be' listed? 

6. Your organization's name? _______ _ 

7. Address? _________________ _ 

Filled in by _____________ _ 

Title ___________ Date _____ _ 



Doubling Univac's Speed! 

The .famous Remington Rand U nivac® 
has widened even further its lead over 
other electronic business computing 
systems. Univac is still the only com
pletely self-checked system ... the only 
one which can read, write, and compute 
simultaneously without extra equip
ment. And now, the Univac II adds to 
these superior features the speed of a 
magnetic-core memory. 

The Remington Rand magnetic-core 

memory is more than a laboratory prom
ise. It has been in actual customer use 
for over a year, passing all tests with 
£lying colors in the first commercially 
available electronic computer to use 
core storage successfully. 

The capacity of the internal memory 
of Univac has also been doubled, giving 
instantaneous access to 24,000 numeric 
characters. (If needed, this can be in
creased to 120,000 characters.) 

Univac's external memory-magnetic 
tape-now has greater capacity too, 
increasing input and output to 20,000 
characters per second ... the equivalent 
of reading or writing every character on 
this page more than 1,000 times a 
minute. 

These new Univac developments 
can be incorporated into any existing 
installation to double its speed and to 
increase its economy still further. 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER DEPARTMENT ROOM 2038, 315 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10,. N. Y. 

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
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MISSILE SYSTEMS 

Research and Development 

Broad interests and exceptional abilities are required of scientists 
participating in the technology of guided missiles. Physicists 
and engineers at Lockheed Missile Systems Division are pursuing 
advanced work in virtually every scientific field . 

• • • 
, Below: Missile Systems scientists and engineers discuss future scientific 
exploration on an advanced systems concept with Vice President and . 
General Manager Elwood R. Quesada. From left to righf: Dr. Eric Durand, 
nuclear physicist, systems research laboratory; Ralph H. Miner (standing), 
staff division engineer; Dr. Montgomery H. Johnson, director, nuclear 
research laboratory; Elwood R. Quesada; Dr. Louis N:.,.Ridenour (standing), 
director, program development; Willis M. Hawkins (standing), chief 
engineer; Dr. Joseph V. Charyk (standing), director, physics anp chemistry 
resear~h laboratory; Dr. Ernst H. Krause, director, research laboratories. 

• • • 

Scientific advances are creating new areas of interest for those capable 
of significant contribution to the'technology of guided missiles. 

£~ MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

research and engineerin:g staff 

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 'CORPORATION • VAN NUYS, CALI~. 



EASTERN. 

JOINT 

COMPU~ER 
CONFERENCE 

AND 

EXHIBITION 

Boston, Mass., Nov. 7-9 

The technology of guided 

missiles is literally a new 

dom~in. No field of science 

today offers greater scope 

for creative achievement. 

Physicists and engineers 

with special abilities 

applicable to this field will 

be in teres ted in new 

developments at Lockheed 

Missile Systems Division. 

P. E. Alpine and senior 

members of the technical 

staff will b~ available 

for consultation at the 

. convention hotel, 

HAncock 6-2044 

MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

ADVERTISEMENT 

SYMBOLIC LOGIC- Part I, Elerrentary 

by Lewis Carroll, 

fourth edition, published 1897, 
240 pages, and long out of print, 

has just been reprinted by Berkeley 
Enterprises, Inc. 

Example No. 22. P. 115 

"(1) No acrobatic feats, that are not announc
ed in the bills of a circus, are ever at
tempted there; 

(2) No acrobatic feat is possible, if it in
volves turning a quadruple somersault; 

(3) No impossible acrobatic feat is ever an
nounced in a circus bill." 

Example No. 35, p. 118 

"(1) No birds except ostriches, are 9 feet high; 

(2) There are no birds in this aviary that be
long to anyone but me; 

(3) No ostrich lives on mince-pies; 

(4) I have no birds less than 9 feet high. 

This book contains a large n urn b e r 0 f 
problems in symbolic logic, in ~ewis Carroll's 
inimi table and entertaining sty Ie, a 1 soh i s 
method of solution (nOt'J partly out c fda te) , 
and his important sketches of Parts II and III, 
which he apparently never wrote, since he died 
in 1898. • •••••• $2.50 

----- Mail This Coupon or its Equivalent -----
I 
I 

1 Berkeley Enterprise~ fIne • 
I 36 West 11 St., R .128, New York II, N. Y. 
I 

r Please send me P 32, Lewis Carr 0 11 ' s 
,"Symbolic Logic", and your announcement of 
f publications. I enclose $2.50. Returnable in 
I seven days for full refund if not satisfactory. 
I 
I 
I 
I My name and address are attached. 
L _____________________________________________ __ 
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COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION Back Copies 

ARTICLES. ETC.: July. 1955: Mathematics, the Schools, 
and the Oracle -- Alston S. Householder 

The Application of Automatic Computing Equip
ment to Savings Bank Operations -- R. Hunt 
Brown 

The Book Reviewer -- Rose Orente 
Linear Prograffimdng and Computers, Part I -

Chandler Davis 
August: The Automation of Bank Check Processing-

-- R. Hulrt Brown 
Linear Programming and Computers, Part II, 

Chandler Davis 
Justifying the Use of an Automatic Computer -

Ned Chapin 
Charting on Automatic Data Processing Systems 

-- Harry Eisenpress, James L. McPherson, and 
Julius Shiskin 

A Rotating Reading Head for Magnetic Tape and 
Wire -- National Bureau of Standards 

Some Curiosities of Binary Arithmetic Useful in 
Testing Binary Computers -- Andrew D. Booth 

September: A Big Inventory Problem and the IBM 
702 -- Neil Macdonald 

Publications for Business on Automatic Compure~: 
A Basic Listing -- Ned Chapin 

Franchise -- Isaac Asimov 
Automatic Coding for Digital Computers -- G. M. 

Hopper 
Automatic Programming: The A 2 Compiler Sysrem 

-- Part 1 

REFERENCE INFORMATION (in various issues): 

Roster of Organiz~tions in the Computer Field/ 
Roster of Automatic Computing Services / Ros
ter of Magazines Related to Computers and 
Automation / Automatic Computers: List /Auto
matic Computers: Estimated Commercial Popula
tion / Automatic Computing Machinery: List of 
TYpes / Components of Automatic Computing Ma
chinery: List of TYpes / Products and Servi~ 
in the Computer Field / Who's Who in the Com
puter Field / Automation: List of Outstandmg 
Examples / Books and Other Publications /Glos
s ary / Patents 

BACK COPIES: Price, if available, $1.25 each, 
except June, 1955, $6.00. Vol. 1, no.l,Sept, 
1951, to vol. 1, no. 3, July, 1952: out of 
print. Vol. 1, no. 4, Oct. 1952: in print. 
Vol. 2, no. 1, Jan. 1953, to vol. 2, no. 9, 
Dec. 1953: in print except March, no. 2, 
and May, no. 4. Vo 1. 3, no. 1, Jan. 1954, to 
vol. 3, no. 10, Dec. 1954: in print. Vol. 
4, 1955: in print. 

A subscription (see rates on page 4) may be spec
ified to begin with the current month's or 
preceding month's issue. 

WRITE TO: Berkeley Enterprises, Inc. 
Publisher of COMPu~ERS AND AUTOMATION 

36 West 11 St., New York II, N. Y. 

*---------------------------------------------*--------------------------------------------~4 

ANALOG COMPUTER ENGINEERS 
Bendix Research Laboratories Division, the center of 
advanced development activities for the Bendix 
Aviation Corporation is offering excellent opportuni
ties for competent analog computer engineers. 
Problems in the fields of missile guidance systems, 
navigation studies, nuclear reactor controls, hydraulic 
control devices and other related projects. 

The Research Laboratories is a small, separate divi
sion of a well-established reputable engineering 
organization, exclusively devoted to research and 
development of a wide variety of interesting, progres
sive and highly imaginative projects. ~pportunity for 
graduate study. 

SENIOR ANALOG COMPUTER 
PROBLEM ANALYST: 

5 - 7 years experience in dynamic analysis utiliz
ing analog computers, must be able to direct 
problem from origin through computer set-up 
and operation, and include final analysis. Ad
vanced degree desirable with good mathematical 
or physics background. 

SENIOR COMPUTER PROBLEM ENGINEER: 

To assume responsibility for problem operation 
of an afternoon' shift (4: 00 PM - 12 :45). 4 - 5 
years of experience in computer operation. Re
sponsible for problem set-up, checkout, opera
tion and evaluation. Degree in math or physics. 

ANALOG COMPUTER PROBLEM ENGINEER: 

3 - 4 years experience in computer operations 
and problems set-up. Degree in math, physics 
or EE necessary. 

Send resume to: Personnel Department 
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AMP Taper Tab 

receptacles for wire 

sizes 26 to 18 

AMP Taper Pins 

for wire sizes 

26 to 16 \ 
) 

( 

less cube and cost 
1NITH ADDED RELIABILITY ,. 

Cubic restrictions have brought about a 
whole new concept of wire termination. The AMP Taper 

Technique with AMP taper pins, tab re
ceptacles, blocks and modified miniature components will help 

you take full advantage of small wire, 
small insulation and small space for your wire terminations. 

AMP Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. I © AMP 

A~ eKIlP1p& of AMPA 
Oteatiue App;'t(){1t/r; tfy 8et/$t; WtMtg 

Send today for your copy of 
our brochure. AM~'s Creative 
Approach to Better Wiring. 

AIRCRAFT- MAR!NE PRODUCTS, INC., 2100 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Pa. 
In Canada: AIRCRAFT-MARIN E PRODUCTS OF CANADA, LTD., 1764 Avenue Road, Toronto 12, Ontario, Canada 
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ADVERTISING IN ~~COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION" 

Memorandum from Berkeley Enterprises, Inc. 
Publisher of CO~IPlJTERS AND AlJTO'1ATION 

36 West 11 St., New York 11, N. Y. 

1. What is "COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION"? It is 
a monthly magazine containing articles, papers, 
and reference information related to computing 
machinery, robots, a~to~ati.c· controi , cy
bernetics, automation, etc. One importantpiece 
of reference information published is the "Ros
ter of Organizations in the Field of Computers 
and Automation". The basic subscription rate 
is $4.50 a year in the United States. Single 
copies are $1.25, except June, 1955 t "The Com
puter Directory" (164 pages, $6.00). For the 
titles of articles and papers in recent issues 
of the magazine, see the "Back Copies" page in 
this issue. 
2. What is the circulation? The ~irculation 
includes 1900 subscribers (as of Sept. 10) :over 
300 purchasers of individual back copies; and 
an estimated 2500 nonsubscribing readers. The 
logical readers of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMAT I 0 N 
are people concerned wi th the field of computez:s 
and automation. These include a great number 
of people who will make recommendati 0 n s t 0 

their organizations about p'urchasing comput~ 
machinery, similar machinery, and components, 
and whose decisions may involve very substan
tial figures. The print order for the Oct. 
issue was 2400 copies. The overr.un is largely 
held for eventual sale as back copies, and in 
the case of several issues the overr u n has 
been exhausted through such sale. 

3. What type of advertising does COMPUTE R S 
AND AUTOMATION take? The purpose of the mag
azine is to be factual and to the point. For 
this purpose the kind of advertising wanted is 
the kind that answers questions factually. We 
recommend for the audience that we reach, that 
advertising be factual, useful, interesting, 
understandable, and new from issue to issue. 

4. WlJat are the specificatio·ns and cos t of 
advertis ing? COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION is pub
lished on pages BY2" x 11" (ad size, 7" x 10") 
and produced by photooffset,e~ptthat print
ed sheet advertising may be inserted and bound 
in with the magazine in most cases. The clos
ing date for any issue is approxima tely the 
10th of the month preceding. If possible, the· 
company advertising should produce final copy. 
For photooffset, the copy should be exac t 1 y 
as desired~ actual size, and assembled, and 
may include typing ~ wri ting, 1 i nedra win g, 
printing, screened half tones, and any oth e r 
copy that may be put under the phot 00 f f set 
camera without further preparation. Unscreened 

photographic pri:nts and any other copy requir
ing additional preparation for photo of f set 
should be furnished separately; it will be pre
pared, finished, and charged to the advertiser 
at small additional costs. In the cas e 0 f 
printed inserts, a sufficient quantity for the 
issue should be shipped to our printer, address 
on request. 

Display advertising is sold in units of full 
pages (ad size 7" x 10", basic rate, $170) and 
half pages (basic rate, $90); b~k cover, $330; 
inside front or back cover, $210. Extra for 
color red (full pages only and only in certain 
positions), 35%. Two-page printed insert (one 
sheet), $290; four-page printed ins e r t (two 
sheets), $530. Classified advertising is sold 
by the word (50 cents a word) with a mini mum 
of ten words. We reserve the right not to ac
cept advertising that does not meet our stand
ards. 

It is expected that there will be a rate change 
effective Dec. 1. 

5. Who are our advertisers? Our advertiseIS 
in recent issues have included the following 
companies, among others: 

The Austin Co. 
Automatic Electric Co. 
Cambridge Thermionic Corp. 
Federal Telephone and Radio Co. 
Ferranti Electric Co. 
Ferroxcube Corp. of America 
General Electric Co. 
Hughes Research and Development Lab. 
International Business Machines Corp. 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
Logistics Research, Inc. 
Monrobot Corp. 
Norden-Ketay Corp. 
George A. Philbrick Researches, Inc. 
Potter Instrument Co. 
Raytheon Mfg. Co. 
Reeves Instrument Co. 
Remington Rand, Inc. 
Sprague Electric Co 
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
Telecomputing Corp. 
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CIBM 

EXTRA CORE STORAGE 
FOR IBM 704 

NEW IBM EXPANDABLE MEMORY SYSTEM 

BOOSTS CAPACITY TO 32,768 WORDS! 

~th thIS ,significant core memory development, IBM ha~ greatly 
increased the flexibility of the IBM 704. Now, mathematical models can 
be expanded to include phenomena heretofore beyond the capacity of 
any computer! Operations Research problems become even more practical. 
Complex problems like partial differential equations and matrices 
involving a greater number of terms can be solved faster! 

The new IBM system provides random access to anyone of the 32,768 
words in only 12 microseconds! All words are directly addressable 
from the IBM 704. 

This expandable memory system can be considered as three modular units. 
Models I and II of the familiar IBM 737 store respectively 4,096 and 
8,192 words. The IBM 738, with its 32,768 words of high-speed 
random access core storage, replaces the other two units. 

This is but one of IBM's solutions to large-scale scientific and business 
problems. For every data processing job there is a down-to-earth IBM 
answer that can help you work better and faster ... at less cost. For 
detailed assistance on your particular data processing problem, 
call your local IBM representative. 

DATA 
PROCESSING 

International Business Machines Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 
The purpose of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION is to 
be factual, useful, and understandable. For 
this purpose, the kind of advertising we de
sire to publish is the kind that answers ques
tions, such as: What are your products? What 
are your services? And for each product: What 
is it called? What does it do? How well d~ 
it work? What are its main specifications? 
We reserve the right not to accept advertising 
that does not meet our standards. 

Following is the index and a summary of adver
tisements. Each item contains: Name and ad
dress of the advertiser / subject of the adver
tisement / page number where it appears. 

Ai rcraft Marine Produc ts f Inc., 2100 Paxton S1:., 
Harrisburg, Pa. / AMP Wire Terminators / 
page 47 

Arma Division American Bosch Arma Corp., Roos~ 
velt Field, Garden City, L.I., N.Y. / Engi
neering Opportunities / page 38 

Bendix Aviation Corp, Res. Lab. Div., Detroit 
1, Mich. / Analog Computer Engineers/page 32 

Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., 36 West 11 St.,New 
York 11, N.Y. / Publications / page 45 

Cambridge Thermio'nic Corp., 447 Concord Ave., 
Cambridge 38, Mass. / Terminals / page 51 

Computers and Automation, 36 West 11 St., New 

York 11, N. Y., / Roster Entry Forms: Ba c k 
Copies; Advertising / pages 42, 46, 48 

Ferroxcube Corp., East Bridge St., Saugerties, 
N.Y., / Magnetic Core Materials / page 50 

Hughes Research and Development Laboratories, 
Culver City, Calif. / Engineers Wanted 
page 41 

International Buiiness Machines Corp., 590 
Marlison Ave •• New York, N.Y. / E}(-t:.r~ C:ore 
Storage / page 49 

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 'California Division, 
Burbank, Calif. / Career Opportunities / 
page 2 

Lockheed Missile Systems Division, 7701 Woodley 
Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. / Research and Devcl
opment / pages 44, 45 

Monrobot Corporation, Morris Plains, N.J. /Corn-
puter Components / page 39 , 

Remington Rand, Inc., 315 4th Ave., New York 10, 
N.Y. / UNIVAC / pages 5, 43 

Republic Aviation Corp., Framingdale, L.I., 
N.Y. / Opportunities for Engineers / page 41 

Sprague Electric Company, 377 Marshall St., 
North Adams, Mass. / Pulse Transformer Kit/ 
page' 52 (back cover) 

Sylvani'a Electric Products, Inc., 1740 Broadway, 
New York 19, N.Y. / Power Transistor / pa~37 

)'~---------------------'" ---------------------." 
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The terminal with the right connections 

Looking for a special solder terminal? 
Your special is probably a standard at CTC. 

You'll find many terminals that you 
would normally consider specials included 
in CTC's 50 types of standard solder termi
nals. Whether you want regular size or 
miniature rivet type terminals for printed 
circuits to be dip soldered, CTC has a com- . 
plctc selection. Whatever your require
ments - standard or custom, you can de
pend on CTC's guaranteed components. 
And there are good reasons for this de
pendability. 

Each manufacturing detail of every CTC 
terminal is double-checked for material 
and reliable performance. This quality con
trol cnabJes us to offer you guaranteed com
poncnts - whether to government stand
ards or your own. 

Standard CTC solder. terminals are 
silvcr plated brass, coated with water dip 
lacquer to keep them chemically clean for 
soldering. Special order finishes include 
hot tin, electro-tin, electro-tin-Iead, tin
zinc, cadmium plate, gold flashing or gold 
plate. All finishes go through a periodic mi
croscopic inspection for coating thickness 

and adhesion. This is but one of many ways 
"CTC's quality control serves you. 

In addition to terminals and boards, our 
quality control pays off for you in CTC ca
pacitors, swagers, insulated terminals, coil 
forms, coils and a wide variety of hard
ware. For complete specifications and 
prices, write to Cambridge Thermionic 
Corporation, 430 Concord Avenue, Cam
bridge 38, Mass. West Coast Manufac
turers contact: E. V. Roberts, 5068 West 
Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 16 and 988 
Market St., San Francisco, California. 

>?:~-~-" ~~"\':;")~~C~\ilol~1' 
~l..\..'~:\..14.\'\. /~ ,', ~<- I"", "J~~~ 

, ": '\l..\.'\..'\.f!...li.it'"'~ ~",,'/ " ? 
;'j... ;" .. 1-1-"I,..1..j 

Standard eTe Terminal Boards as well as those 
made to your own specifications by CTC are avail
ablei Standard in cotton fabric phenolic. nylon phe
nolic or grade L-5 silicone impregnated ceramic. 
Custom made in cloth. paper phenolic. melamine. 
or silicone fibreglas laminates, imprinted as required 
and lacquered or varnished to specifications MIL
V-173 and JAN-T-152 or to commercial standards. 

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION 

makers of guaranteed electronic components, 
custom or standard 
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HERE'S THE IDEAL TOOL FOR 

ENG INEERING DEVELOPMENT 

OF CIRCUITS USING 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

CHARACTERISTICS OF KIT TRANSFORMERS 

Type Induct. Dis!. Cap. Max. Nom. Avail. 
Pr i_ leakage of Pri . P.W. Range Rati os 

(.H) (.H) ( •• f) (.sec) 

4112 0.5 2.5 0.5 1:1 
4.0 2:1 
4.5 3:1 
)0 5:1 

4113 5.0 13 15 1:1 
15 2:1 
25 3:1 
30 5:1 

20n 10 20 12 12 
40 

Sprague on reque$t will provide 
you with complete application 
engineering $ervice for optimum 
re$u/h in the U$C of pU/$C 
tran$former$. 

----" ,,.. .,' .. .. 
." .,' 

'''' 
, .. .. .. n ;~,: '~ '-" " .. 

"" .. .. ' ... """, 

' ... - "-

Sprague's new Type 1 OOZ 1 Pulse Transformer Kit 
contains five multiple winding transformers, each 
chosen for its wide range of practical application. 

Complete technical data on each of the trans
formers is included in the instruction card in each 
ki t so that the circui t designer may readily select 
the required windings to give transformer 
characteristics best suited for his· applications .. . 
whether it be push-pull driver, blocking oscillator, 
pulse gating, pulse amplifier, or impedance match
ing. The electrical characteristics of the transform
ers in the kit have been designed so that they 
may be matched by standard Sprague subininiature 
hermetically-sealed pulse transformers shown in 
engineering bulletin 5028. 

For complete infor.mation on this kit, as well as 
the extensive line of Sprague pulse transformers, 
write to the Technical Literature Section, Sprague 
Electric Company, 377 Marshall Street, North 
Adams, Massachusetts. 

Export for the Americas: Sprague Electric Interna tional Ltd., North Adams, Massachusetts. CABLE: SPREXINT. 


